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GAME 1:  Central Washington 4, Western Oregon 2 (Feb. 20, 2000 at Monmouth)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams hit by pitch.  Skaug doubled to left field; Williams advanced to 
third.  McClellan grounded out to ss, RBI; Skaug advanced to third; Williams  scored.  Winkelman walked. 
Winkelman out at second p to 2b, caught  stealing.  Amos reached on an error by 3b, advanced to second; 
Skaug scored,  unearned.  O. Jones to lf for C. Jones.  O. Jones walked.  Collins walked;  O. Jones 
advanced to second; Amos advanced to third.  Greer grounded out to  1b unassisted.  2 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 3 
LOB.
Western Oregon inning 1  Price walked.  Price out at second c to 2b, caught stealing.  Towne grounded  out 
to ss.  Suyama grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Fox grounded out to 3b.  Williams struck out swinging.  Skaug walked. 
McClellan reached on a fielder's choice; Skaug advanced to second on an  error by 3b, advanced to third. 
Winkelman singled, advanced to second on  the throw, advanced to third, RBI; McClellan advanced to 
third, scored on an  error by 3b, unearned; Skaug scored.  Amos flied out to cf.  2 runs, 1 hit,  2 errors, 1 
LOB.
Western Oregon inning 2  Nelson struck out swinging.  Haven fouled out to 1b.  Collins struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Towne to 3b.  Seibert to 2b for Collins.  O. Jones grounded out to 2b. 
Collins struck out swinging.  Greer reached on a fielding error by ss.   Brownlee pinch ran for Greer.  Fox 
struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1  error, 1 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 3  Greer to c for Brownlee.  Herrin lined out to lf.  Edwards struck out  swinging. 
Bailie struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Williams struck out looking.  Skaug lined out to ss.  McClellan walked. 
Winkelman hit by pitch; McClellan advanced to second.  Amos struck out  looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 
2 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 4  Price singled to shortstop.  Towne struck out swinging; Price stole second. 
Suyama singled to right field, advanced to second on the throw, advanced to  third on an error by rf, RBI; 
Price scored.  Nelson grounded out to ss, RBI;  Suyama scored, unearned.  Haven struck out swinging.  2 
runs, 2 hits, 1  error, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  O. Jones flied out to cf.  Collins grounded out to ss.  Greer singled  through 
the right side.  Brownlee pinch ran for Greer.  Fox lined out to cf.   0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 5  Greer to c for Brownlee.  Seibert grounded out to 3b.  Herrin singled to  left field. 
Edwards out at first p to 2b, SAC; Herrin advanced to second.   Bailie flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Williams grounded out to 3b.  Skaug popped up to 2b.  McClellan struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 6  Price doubled to right field.  Towne grounded out to p; Price advanced to  third. 
Suyama struck out swinging.  Nelson flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit,  0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Winkelman struck out, out at first c to 1b.  Amos flied out to rf.  O. Jones 
flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 7  Haven struck out looking.  Seibert singled to left field.  Herrin grounded  into 
double play p to ss to 1b; Seibert out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 2:  Western Oregon 2, Central Washington 1 (Feb. 20, 2000 at Monmouth)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams struck out swinging.  Skaug struck out looking.  McClellan struck 
out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 1  Price struck out looking.  Towne walked.  Towne advanced to second on a wild 
pitch.  Suyama flied out to lf.  Towne advanced to third on a wild pitch.   Nelson walked.  Haven grounded 
out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Winkelman homered to left field, RBI.  Amos flied out to lf.  O. Jones 
grounded out to 2b.  Brownlee struck out swinging.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors,  0 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 2  Seibert flied out to rf.  Herrin popped up to 2b.  Oswalt struck out  looking.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Sherrill struck out looking.  Fox walked.  Fox stole second.  Williams  struck 
out swinging.  Skaug grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Western Oregon inning 3  Chetock grounded out to 3b.  Price grounded out to ss.  Towne grounded out  to 
2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  McClellan popped up to ss.  Winkelman grounded out to 2b.  Amos singled to 
left field.  O. Jones doubled to left field; Amos advanced to third.   Brownlee flied out to cf.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 4  Suyama flied out to cf.  Nelson walked.  Haven singled; Nelson advanced to 
second.  Seibert doubled to left field, RBI; Haven advanced to third; Nelson  scored.  Herrin reached on a 
fielder's choice, advanced to second on the throw, RBI; Seibert out at third c to 3b to 2b to 3b; Haven 
scored.  Oswalt  walked.  Herrin out at third c to 3b, caught stealing.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Roberti to p for Moore.  Sherrill walked.  Dwinell pinch ran for Sherrill.   Fox 
struck out swinging.  Dwinell out at second c to ss, caught stealing.   Williams grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 5  Sherrill to c for Dwinell.  Chetock flied out to rf.  Price grounded out to  ss. 
Towne singled to left field.  C. Jones to p for Fortner.  Suyama flied  out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Skaug struck out swinging.  McClellan singled to center field.  Winkelman 
walked; McClellan advanced to second.  Amos grounded into double play 2b to  ss to 1b; Winkelman out 
on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Western Oregon inning 6  Nelson grounded out to ss.  Haven walked.  Bailie pinch ran for Haven.   Seibert 
walked; Bailie advanced to second.  Herrin grounded out to 2b;  Seibert advanced to second; Bailie 
advanced to third.  Parrish to p for C.  Jones.  Collins pinch hit for Oswalt.  Collins fouled out to 1b.  0 
runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Brown to 1b for Bailie.  Edwards to c for Collins.  O. Jones walked.  Gibson 
pinch ran for O. Jones.  Brownlee grounded out to 3b, SAC; Gibson advanced  to second.  Collins pinch hit 
for Sherrill.  Collins struck out swinging.   Schakel pinch hit for Fox.  Schakel grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
GAME 3:  Western Baptist 3, Central Washington 1 (Feb. 25, 2000 at Walla Walla)
Western Baptist inning 1  Zeeb grounded out to ss.  Mills out at first 1b to p.  Smasal flied out to  rf.  0 runs, 
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Skaug walked.  Skaug stole second.  Williams struck out swinging. 
McClellan  struck out swinging.  Skaug advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Winkelman  walked.  Amos flied 
out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Western Baptist inning 2  Owre struck out, out at first c to 1b.  Dorman flied out to cf.  Charette  hit by 
pitch.  Winters fouled out to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Jones, O. hit by pitch.  Collins lined into double play 2b to 1b; Jones, O.  out 
on the play.  Greer grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
Western Baptist inning 3  Purnell grounded out to p.  Batsell flied out to rf.  Zeeb singled to left  field. 
Mills singled to third base; Zeeb advanced to second.  Smasal  singled to left field; Mills advanced to 
second; Zeeb advanced to third.   Dropped foul ball, E3.  Owre singled to center field, 2 RBI; Smasal 
advanced  to third; Mills scored, unearned; Zeeb scored, unearned.  Owre stole second.   Dorman struck 
out, out at first c to 1b.  2 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Fox struck out looking.  Skaug walked.  Williams struck out looking. 
McClellan singled to right center; Skaug advanced to second.  Winkelman  grounded out to 1b unassisted. 
0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Western Baptist inning 4  Charette flied out to rf.  Winters singled to center field.  Barr pinch ran  for 
Winters.  Purnell grounded out to p; Barr advanced to second.  Batsell  grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Amos grounded out to 2b.  Jones, O. lined out to 2b.  Collins grounded out  to 
1b unassisted.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Western Baptist inning 5  Jones, C. to p for Johnson.  Zeeb struck out swinging.  Mills singled to  right 
field.  Smasal singled to shortstop; Mills advanced to second.  Mills  advanced to third on a wild pitch. 
Smasal advanced to second.  Owre singled  to shortstop, RBI; Smasal advanced to third; Mills scored. 
Nelson to p for  Jones, C..  Dorman grounded into double play p to ss to 1b; Owre out on the  play.  1 run, 3 
hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Winters to c for Barr.  Greer grounded out to p.  Schakel pinch hit for Fox. 
Schakel singled to center field.  Skaug grounded out to p, SAC; Schakel  advanced to second.  Dwinell 
pinch hit for Williams.  Dwinell grounded out  to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Western Baptist inning 6  Schakel to 3b.  Williams to ss for Dwinell.  Charette walked.  Winters  grounded 
into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Charette out on the play.  Purnell  struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  McClellan struck out swinging.  Winkelman walked.  Winkelman advanced 
to  second on a passed ball.  Winkelman advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Amos  popped up to 2b.  Jones, 
O. walked.  Akins pinch ran for Jones, O..   McCarthy to dh for Collins.  McCarthy singled to center field, 
RBI; Akins  advanced to second; Winkelman scored.  Greer reached on a fielder's choice;  McCarthy out at 
second ss to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Western Baptist inning 7  Jones, O. to lf for Akins.  Batsell reached on an error by 3b.  Zeeb  grounded out 
to 1b unassisted; Batsell advanced to second.  Mills grounded  out to ss.  Smasal flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Schakel walked.  Fox pinch ran for Schakel.  Skaug grounded into double 
play  2b to ss to 1b; Fox out on the play.  Brownlee pinch hit for Williams.   Brownlee singled to center 
field.  Brownlee advanced to second on a balk.   McClellan grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
GAME 4:  Central Washington 3, Whitworth 1 (Feb. 26, 2000 at Walla Walla)
Central Washington inning 1  Skaug walked.  Williams singled; Skaug advanced to second.  McClellan 
singled; Williams advanced to second; Skaug advanced to third.  Winkelman  grounded into double play ss 
to 2b to 1b; McClellan out on the play;  Williams advanced to third; Skaug scored.  McCarthy grounded out 
to ss.  1  run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 1  Van Vorhis grounded out to p.  Saldin flied out to rf.  Squires hit by  pitch.  Schuerman 
singled; Squires advanced to second.  Roorda struck out  swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Schakel struck out looking.  O. Jones popped up to ss.  Sherrill struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Whitworth inning 2  Keller walked.  Farr struck out swinging.  Keller advanced to second on a  wild pitch. 
Keller advanced to third on an error by p.  Biglin walked.   Biglin advanced to second on the throw. 
McKitterick struck out swinging. Van Vorhis struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Greer hit by pitch.  Skaug flied out to cf.  Williams flied out to cf.   McClellan 
struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 3  Saldin flied out to cf.  Squires grounded out to p.  Schuerman hit by pitch.  Roorda 
reached on a fielder's choice; Schuerman out at second ss  unassisted.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Winkelman hit by pitch.  McCarthy grounded out to c, SAC; Winkelman 
advanced  to second.  Schakel flied out to rf.  O. Jones grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 4  Keller grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Farr struck out swinging.  Biglin  flied out to rf. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Sherrill singled.  Sherrill out at second c to 2b, caught stealing.  Greer 
grounded out to 3b.  Skaug singled to left field.  Williams flied out to cf.   0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 5  McKitterick singled to center field.  Van Vorhis fouled out to 1b.  Saldin  out at first p 
to 2b to 1b; McKitterick advanced to second.  Squires  grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  McClellan struck out swinging.  Winkelman grounded out to 3b.  McCarthy 
flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Whitworth inning 6  Schuerman hit by pitch.  Roorda struck out swinging; Schuerman advanced to  second 
on an error by 2b, assist by c, caught stealing.  Keller struck out  swinging.  Farr reached on an error by 3b; 
Schuerman scored, unearned.  .   Biglin grounded out to 3b.  1 run, 0 hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Fox pinch hit for Schakel.  Fox doubled to left field.  Fox out at third c  to 3b. 
Brownlee pinch hit for O. Jones.  Brownlee singled to center field.   Dwinell to dh for Sherrill.  Dwinell 
reached on a fielder's choice; Brownlee  advanced to second on an error by p.  Randall pinch hit for Greer. 
Randall  doubled, 2 RBI; Dwinell scored; Brownlee scored, unearned.  Skaug fouled out  to 1b.  Williams 
flied out to rf.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 7  McCarthy to lf.  Fox to 3b.  Brownlee to c.  Amos to rf for Randall.   McKitterick 
struck out swinging.  Van Vorhis flied out to rf.  Saldin flied  out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 5:  British Columbia 8, Central Washington 2 (Mar. 3, 2000 at Ellensburg)
British Columbia inning 1  Barnard walked.  Barnard advanced to second on a passed ball.  Anderson 
walked.  Leswick flied out to rf.  Jones struck out swinging.  Anderson  advanced to second on a wild pitch; 
Barnard advanced to third.  Jarvis  walked.  Herman reached on a fielder's choice; Jarvis out at second ss to 
2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Skaug struck out swinging.  Brownlee fouled out to 1b.  McClellan walked. 
Winkelman singled to center field; McClellan advanced to second.  Winkelman  stole second; McClellan 
stole third.  McCarthy grounded out to 2b.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  Johnson flied out to lf.  Watts lined out to rf.  Tuck struck out swinging.  0 runs, 
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Jones, O. flied out to lf.  Sherrill singled down the rf line.  Akins pinch  ran 
for Sherrill.  Fox singled to center field; Akins advanced to second,  out at third cf to 3b.  Williams singled 
through the left side; Fox advanced to second.  Skaug popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Barnard grounded out to 2b.  Anderson flied out to  rf. 
Leswick walked.  Leswick stole second.  Jones grounded out to 1b  unassisted.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Brownlee singled to right field.  McClellan grounded out to c, SAC; 
Brownlee  advanced to second.  Winkelman struck out looking.  McCarthy grounded out to  2b.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Jarvis flied out to rf.  Herman hit by pitch.  Johnson reached on an error  by lf; 
Herman advanced to second.  Watts singled to third base; Johnson  advanced to second; Herman advanced 
to third.  S.McGillivra pinch hit for  Tuck.  S.McGillivra reached on an error by 2b, advanced to second on 
the  throw; Watts scored, unearned; Johnson scored, unearned; Herman scored,  unearned.  Barnard singled 
to center field, RBI; S.McGillivra scored,  unearned.  Gibson to p for Fortner.  Anderson reached on a 
fielder's choice;  Barnard out at second 3b to 2b.  Leswick walked; Anderson advanced to second.  Jones 
struck out swinging.  4 runs, 2 hits, 2 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Tuck to c for S.McGillivra.  Jones, O. grounded out to 1b unassisted. 
Sherrill flied out to rf.  Fox walked.  Williams walked; Fox advanced to  second.  Akins pinch hit for Skaug. 
Akins flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits,  0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Akins to 2b.  Jarvis grounded out to p.  Herman singled through the right  side. 
Glatt pinch hit for Johnson.  Rockwell to p for Gibson.  Herman stole  second.  Glatt walked; Herman stole 
third.  Glatt stole second.  Watts hit  by pitch.  C. Jones to p for Rockwell.  Tuck homered to left field, 4 
RBI;  Watts scored; Glatt scored; Herman scored.  Barnard struck out swinging.   Anderson struck out 
swinging, out at first c to 1b.  4 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Glatt to lf.  Brownlee singled through the left side.  McClellan out at  first 2b 
to p; Brownlee advanced to second.  Winkelman singled to center  field; Brownlee advanced to third. 
Randall pinch hit for McCarthy.  Randall  grounded out to ss, RBI; Winkelman advanced to second; 
Brownlee scored.   Amos pinch hit for Jones, O..  Winkelman advanced to third on a passed ball.  Amos 
singled to left center, RBI; Winkelman scored.  Sherrill grounded out  to ss.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  Randall to lf.  Amos to rf.  Smith to p for C. Jones.  Leswick struck out 
swinging.  Jones flied out to rf.  Jarvis struck out looking.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  MacLean to p for Penner.  Fox singled to center field.  Williams flied out  to 
cf.  Akins singled to shortstop; Fox advanced to second.  Brownlee struck  out swinging.  McClellan 
reached on a fielder's choice; Akins advanced to  second; Fox out at third 3b unassisted.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 7  Herman grounded out to 3b.  Glatt singled through the left side.  Glatt 
advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Watts grounded out to 2b; Glatt  advanced to third.  Tuck flied out to 
lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Winkelman grounded out to 3b.  Randall singled down the lf line.  Amos flied 
out to rf.  Johnson pinch hit for Sherrill.  Johnson flied out to rf.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
GAME 6:  British Columbia 4, Central Washington 1 (Mar. 3, 2000 at Ellensburg)
British Columbia inning 1  Glatt grounded out to 3b.  Barnard grounded out to 2b.  Anderson grounded  out 
to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee lined out to cf.  Akins walked.  Akins advanced to second on a wild 
pitch.  Winkelman flied out to cf; Akins advanced to third.  McClellan  grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  S.McGillivra singled to center field.  S.McGillivra stole second.  McConkey 
flied out to cf; S.McGillivra advanced to third.  Leswick reached on an  error by ss, RBI; S.McGillivra 
scored.  Leswick out at second c to ss,  caught stealing.  Kroschinsky flied out to cf.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 0 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Randall walked.  Amos flied out to cf.  Randall advanced to second on a wild 
pitch.  Fox struck out swinging.  Greer grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits,  0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Herman hit by pitch.  Whitely homered to left field, 2 RBI; Herman scored. 
Glatt walked.  Barnard grounded out to 2b; Glatt advanced to second.   Anderson singled through the left 
side, RBI; Glatt scored.  S.McGillivra  singled through the right side; Anderson advanced to third. 
S.McGillivra  out at second c to 2b, caught stealing.  McConkey walked.  Leswick flied out  to cf.  3 runs, 3 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Williams singled to left field.  Brownlee singled to third base; Williams 
advanced to second.  Akins grounded out to p, SAC; Brownlee advanced to  second; Williams advanced to 
third.  Winkelman struck out swinging.   McClellan grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Kroschinsky flied out to cf.  Herman walked.  Herman out at second p to 1b  to 
ss, caught stealing.  Whitely grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Randall singled through the left side.  Amos struck out swinging.  Fox 
singled to right field; Randall advanced to second.  Greer grounded out to  3b; Fox advanced to second; 
Randall advanced to third.  Williams popped up  to 2b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Glatt grounded out to p.  Barnard popped up to 3b.  Anderson singled to left 
field.  S.McGillivra hit by pitch; Anderson advanced to second.  McConkey  flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Brownlee grounded out to 3b.  Akins walked.  Collins pinch hit for 
Winkelman.   Collins hit by pitch; Akins advanced to second.  McCarthy pinch hit for  McClellan. 
McCarthy grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Collins out  on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  McCarthy to cf.  Collins to 1b.  Leswick struck out looking.  Kroschinsky 
walked.  Herman  flied out to cf.  Kroschinsky out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Randall reached on an error by ss.  Amos grounded into double play 2b to ss 
to 1b; Randall out on the play.  Fox walked.  Greer struck out swinging.  0  runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 7  Whitely flied out to rf.  Glatt walked.  Barnard flied out to cf.  Anderson 
walked; Glatt advanced to second.  S.McGillivra popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  McNiven to p for Brewer.  Dwinell pinch hit for Williams.  Dwinell singled 
to center field.  Brownlee walked; Dwinell advanced to second.  Akins struck  out swinging.  Collins struck 
out looking.  McCarthy singled to right field;  Brownlee advanced to second; Dwinell advanced to third. 
Randall walked,  RBI; McCarthy advanced to second; Brownlee advanced to third; Dwinell  scored.  Skaug 
pinch ran for Randall.  Amos flied out to cf.  1 run, 2 hits,  0 errors, 3 LOB.
GAME 7:  Pacific Lutheran 6, Central Washington 1 (Mar. 5, 2000 at Tacoma)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee grounded out to 2b.  Dwinell grounded out to ss.  Winkelman flied 
out to lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 1  Harvie grounded out to 2b.  Chennault grounded out to 1b unassisted.  White 
homered to center field, RBI.  Bowers grounded out to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Randall grounded out to ss.  Schakel tripled to right field.  McCarthy  struck 
out swinging.  Fox grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 2  Williams flied out to cf.  Lydell struck out swinging.  Both struck out  looking.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Sherrill singled to right field.  Akins reached on a fielder's choice;  Sherrill 
out at second ss to 2b.  Brownlee reached on a fielder's choice;  Akins out at second ss to 2b.  Dwinell 
struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 3  Whitten singled to right field.  Whitten advanced to second on a wild pitch. 
Greer to c for Sherrill.  Epperson struck out swinging.  Harvie reached on  a fielding error by ss; Whitten 
advanced to third.  Chennault doubled to  right center, 2 RBI; Harvie scored, unearned; Whitten scored. 
White walked.  White advanced to second; Chennault out at third c to 3b, caught stealing.   Bowers doubled 
to right field, RBI; White scored, unearned.  Williams  homered to right center, 2 RBI, unearned; Bowers 
scored, unearned.  Nelson  to p for Johnson.  Lydell grounded out to 3b.  5 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 0
LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Winkelman hit by pitch.  Randall grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; 
Winkelman out on the play.  Schakel struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 4  Williams to ss for Dwinell.  Both singled to pitcher.  Whitten grounded into 
double play 2b to ss to 1b; Both out on the play.  Epperson walked.   Epperson out at second c to 2b, caught 
stealing.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  McCarthy flied out to rf.  Fox grounded out to ss.  Greer flied out to rf.   0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 5  Harvie grounded out to 3b.  Chennault struck out swinging.  White grounded  out 
to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Colon to cf for Harvie.  Akins grounded out to 3b.  Brownlee grounded out to 
3b.  Williams struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 6  Bowers flied out to cf.  Williams singled, out at second rf to 2b to ss.   Lydell hit 
by pitch.  Both walked; Lydell advanced to second.  Both advanced  to second on a passed ball; Lydell 
advanced to third.  Whitten walked.   Epperson grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Winkelman homered to left field, RBI.  Jones, O. to pinch-hit for Randall. 
Jones,  O. flied out to rf.  Schakel struck out swinging.  McClellan to pinch-hit for  McCarthy.  McClellan 
grounded out to 3b.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 8:  Pacific Lutheran 3, Central Washington 2 (Mar. 5, 2000 at Tacoma)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee singled to right field.  Skaug flied out to rf.  Winkelman homered 
to left field, 2 RBI; Brownlee scored.  McClellan grounded out to 2b.   Schakel struck out swinging.  2 runs, 
2 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 1  Harvie reached on a fielding error by 3b.  Chennault doubled down the lf  line; 
Harvie advanced to third.  White out at first 1b to p, RBI; Chennault  advanced to third; Harvie scored, 
unearned.  Bowers walked.  Williams  grounded into double play 1b to ss; Bowers out on the play.  1 run, 1 
hit, 1  error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Randall grounded out to ss.  Jones, O. grounded out to ss.  Greer singled 
through the right side.  Williams struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 2  Lydell walked.  Both grounded out to 2b; Lydell advanced to second.  Whitten 
grounded out to 2b; Lydell advanced to third.  Epperson singled through the  left side, RBI; Lydell scored. 
Harvie singled to left field; Epperson  advanced to second.  Chennault lined out to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2  LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Brownlee struck out swinging.  Skaug doubled to right center.  Winkelman 
flied out to cf; Skaug advanced to third.  McClellan walked.  Schakel  reached on a fielder's choice; 
McClellan out at second ss unassisted.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 3  White popped up to 2b.  Bowers fouled out to c.  Williams singled through  the 
right side.  Lydell singled to left field; Williams advanced to second.   Both fouled out to ss.  0 runs, 2 hits, 
0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Randall grounded out to p.  Jones, O. popped up to ss.  Greer out at first  1b 
to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 4  Whitten singled to right center.  Epperson grounded out to 3b, SAC; Whitte 
advanced to second.  Harvie reached on an error by 3b, advanced to second;  Whitten scored, unearned. 
Chennault grounded out to p, SAC; Harvie advanced  to third.  White struck out swinging.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 
error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Williams flied out to rf.  Brownlee flied out to cf.  Skaug grounded out to  2b. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 5  Bowers struck out, out at first c to 1b.  Williams flied out to cf.  Lydell  struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Winkelman singled to left field.  McClellan flied out to rf.  Schakel  singled 
through the left side; Winkelman advanced to second.  Collins to dh  for Randall.  Collins grounded out to 
p; Schakel advanced to second;  Winkelman advanced to third.  Jones, O. grounded out to 1b unassisted.  0 
runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 6  Both grounded out to 2b.  Whitten singled to center field.  Epperson struck  out 
swinging.  Harvie reached on a fielder's choice; Whitten out at second  ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Greer grounded out to ss.  Johnson pinch hit for Williams.  Johnson struck 
out swinging.  Brownlee walked.  Skaug popped up to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
GAME 9: Central Washington 5, Whitworth 1 (Mar. 7, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Whitworth inning 1  Van Vorhis struck out swinging.  Saldin flied out to cf.  Roorda struck out  swinging.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee walked.  Skaug singled to right field; Brownlee advanced to third. 
Winkelman grounded into double play ss to 1b; Skaug out on the play;  Brownlee scored.  McClellan 
singled to center field.  McClellan advanced to  second on an error by p.  Schakel grounded out to p.  1 run, 
2 hits, 1  error, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 2  Schuerman flied out to rf.  Keller walked.  Squires flied out to lf.  Biglin  struck out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McCarthy struck out, reached first on a passed ball.  McCarthy out at second 
c to ss, caught stealing.  Amos grounded out to 2b.  Fox walked.  Williams  singled to right field; Fox 
advanced to second.  Brownlee singled to left  field; Williams advanced to second; Fox advanced to third. 
Skaug walked,  RBI; Brownlee advanced to second; Williams advanced to third; Fox scored.   Winkelman 
singled to left field, 2 RBI; Skaug advanced to second; Brownlee  scored; Williams scored.  McClellan 
reached on a fielder's choice; Winkelman  out at second 2b unassisted.  3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Whitworth inning 3  Brown singled to third base.  McKitterick reached on an error by ss; Brown  advanced 
to second.  Van Vorhis walked; McKitterick advanced to second;  Brown advanced to third.  Saldin flied out 
to rf, SAC, RBI; Brown scored,  unearned.  McKitterick advanced to third on an error by rf.  Van Vorhis 
advanced to second.  Roorda struck out swinging.  Schuerman popped up to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 2 errors, 2 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Schakel singled to right field.  McCarthy flied out to rf.  Amos popped up  to 
1b.  Fox singled to left field; Schakel advanced to second.  Williams  struck out swinging.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
Whitworth inning 4  Keller walked.  Squires singled to right field; Keller advanced to third.   Biglin reached 
on a fielder's choice; Squires out at second p to ss.  Brown  struck out swinging; Biglin advanced to second 
on an error by c.   McKitterick struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Brownlee struck out swinging.  Skaug grounded out to p.  Winkelman 
grounded  out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Whitworth inning 5  Squires to dh.  Clubine to p.  Van Vorhis grounded out to 3b.  Saldin  grounded out to 
3b.  Roorda struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors,  0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  McClellan reached on an error by 3b.  McClellan advanced to second. 
Schakel  struck out swinging.  Jones, O. pinch hit for McCarthy.  Jones, O. singled  to left center, RBI; 
McClellan scored, unearned.  Amos struck out swinging.   Jones, O. out at second c to 2b, caught stealing. 
1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 0  LOB.
Whitworth inning 6  Jones, O. to lf.  Hibbard to p for Clubine.  Schuerman flied out to rf.   Keller fouled out 
to 1b.  Squires struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Fox grounded out to 3b.  Williams grounded out to ss.  Brownlee grounded 
out  to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Whitworth inning 7  Biglin flied out to lf.  Brown grounded out to ss.  McKitterick grounded out  to p.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 10:  Central Washington 13, Whitworth 6 (Mar. 7, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Whitworth inning 1  Saldin walked.  McKitterick grounded out to p, SAC; Saldin advanced to  second. 
Squires walked.  Schuerman grounded into double play 3b to 1b;  Saldin out on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  Skaug struck out swinging.  Winkelman 
grounded  out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Whitworth inning 2  Roorda walked.  Farr singled to left field; Roorda advanced to second.   Biglin reached 
on a fielder's choice; Farr advanced to second; Roorda out at  third p to 3b.  Schultz hit by pitch; Biglin 
advanced to second; Farr  advanced to third.  Van Vorhis hit by pitch, RBI; Schultz advanced to  second; 
Biglin advanced to third; Farr scored.  Saldin popped up to 1b.   McKitterick hit by pitch, RBI; Van Vorhis 
advanced to second; Schultz  advanced to third; Biglin scored.  Squires flied out to cf.  2 runs, 1 hit,  0 
errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McClellan singled to right field.  Schakel walked; McClellan advanced to 
second.  McClellan advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Schakel advanced to  second.  O. Jones singled to 
right field, 2 RBI; Schakel scored; McClellan  scored.  Fox struck out looking.  O. Jones stole second. 
Sherrill walked.   Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Williams singled to right field; Akins  advanced to second; 
O. Jones advanced to third.  Brownlee singled to right  field, 2 RBI; Williams advanced to third; Akins 
scored; O. Jones scored.   Brownlee advanced to second on an error by rf.  Skaug singled to left field,  RBI; 
Brownlee advanced to third; Williams scored.  Skaug advanced to second;  Brownlee scored on an error by 
lf, unearned.  Skaug advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Winkelman struck out looking.  Skaug scored on a 
wild pitch.   McClellan walked.  Yoshihara to p for Keller.  Schakel grounded out to 3b.   7 runs, 5 hits, 2 
errors, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 3  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Schuerman popped up to ss.  Roorda walked.  Roorda  stole 
second.  Farr walked.  Biglin flied out to cf.  Roorda stole third.   Schultz flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Randall pinch hit for O. Jones.  Randall doubled to left field.  Randall 
advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Fox struck out looking.  Sherrill struck  out swinging.  Williams flied out 
to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 4  O. Jones to lf for Randall.  Van Vorhis struck out, out at first c to 1b.   Saldin hit by 
pitch.  McKitterick singled to right field; Saldin advanced to  third.  McKitterick stole second; Saldin stole 
home.  McKitterick advanced  to third on an error by 2b.  Squires doubled to left center, RBI;  McKitterick 
scored.  Schuerman struck out swinging.  Roorda walked.  Klump  to p for Parrish.  Farr flied out to lf.  2 
runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Brownlee singled to left field.  Skaug fouled out to 2b.  Winkelman walked; 
Brownlee advanced to second.  McClellan out at first 1b to p; Winkelman  advanced to second; Brownlee 
advanced to third.  Schakel homered to left  field, 3 RBI; Winkelman scored; Brownlee scored.  Pugh to p 
for Yoshihara.   O. Jones flied out to rf.  3 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Whitworth inning 5  Reynolds pinch hit for Biglin.  Reynolds struck out swinging.  Schultz  grounded out 
to p.  Brown pinch hit for Van Vorhis.  Brown walked.  Saldin  singled to left field; Brown advanced to 
second.  McKitterick flied out to  lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Roorda to cf.  Reynolds to 1b.  Brown to lf.  Collins pinch hit for Fox. 
Collins singled to third base.  Collins advanced to second on an error by  3b.  Sherrill singled to right 
center, RBI; Collins scored.  Dwinell pinch  hit for Williams.  Dwinell doubled to left field; Sherrill 
advanced to  third.  Brownlee walked.  Neill to p for Pugh.  Skaug struck out swinging.   Akins pinch ran 
for Sherrill.  Akins scored on a wild pitch.  Brownlee  advanced to second; Dwinell advanced to third. 
Winkelman flied out to lf,  SAC, RBI; Dwinell scored.  McCarthy pinch hit for McClellan.  McCarthy 
struck out looking.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 6  McCarthy to cf.  Fox to 3b for Collins.  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Dwinell  to ss.  Squires 
doubled to left center.  Schuerman doubled to left field,  RBI; Squires scored.  Murray pinch ran for 
Schuerman.  Roorda grounded out  to 2b; Murray advanced to third.  Farr grounded out to p.  Reynolds 
struck  out swinging.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6    Farr to c.  Johnson to dh for Schakel.  Johnson struck out swinging.  O. 
Jones walked.  Fox struck out swinging.  Schultz to 3b for Murray.  Akins  pinch hit for Sherrill.  Akins 
reached on an error by cf; O. Jones advanced  to third.  Dwinell grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 2 
LOB.
Whitworth inning 7  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Hardin to p for Klump.  Neill to p for Murray.  /  for Neill. 
Schultz singled to third base.  Murray pinch ran for Schultz.   Murray out at second p to ss, picked off. 
Brown hit by pitch.  Brown  advanced to second on an error by p.  Saldin flied out to cf.  McKitterick 
reached on an error by 3b; Brown scored, unearned.  Squires struck out  swinging.  1 run, 1 hit, 2 errors, 1 
LOB.
GAME 11: Albertson 6, Central Washington 4 (Mar. 10, 2000 at Caldwell)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee struck out looking.  Skaug popped up to ss.  Winkelman flied out to 
rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 1  Macomb grounded out to ss.  Hartley struck out looking.  Mitchell singled,  bunt.  Gosz 
doubled to right field, RBI; Mitchell scored.  Steele grounded  out to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McClellan singled to left field.  Schakel singled to left field; McClellan 
advanced to second.  Jones, O. flied out to rf; McClellan advanced to third.  McCarthy struck out looking. 
Fox struck out swinging.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 2 LOB.
Albertson inning 2  Skeen struck out looking.  Luras struck out looking.  Jeske walked.  Eberlin  struck out, 
out at first c to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Williams fouled out to lf.  Brownlee reached on an error by 3b.  Brownlee 
advanced to second.  Skaug flied out to cf.  Winkelman singled to left  field, RBI; Brownlee scored, 
unearned.  McClellan reached on a fielding  error by 3b; Winkelman advanced to second.  Schakel 
grounded out to p.  1  run, 1 hit, 2 errors, 2 LOB.
Albertson inning 3  Macomb popped up to 2b.  Hartley grounded out to ss.  Mitchell walked.   Mitchell 
stole second.  Gosz flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Jones, O. struck out looking.  McCarthy grounded out to c.  Fox struck out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 4  Steele grounded out to p, bunt.  Skeen grounded out to ss.  Luras singled to  left center. 
Jeske flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Williams flied out to rf.  Brownlee singled to center field.  Skaug struck  out 
swinging.  Winkelman struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Albertson inning 5  Eberlin hit by pitch.  Uranga pinch ran for Eberlin.  Macomb grounded into  double 
play ss to 2b to 1b; Uranga out on the play.  Hartley doubled to left  center.  Mitchell singled to center field, 
RBI; Hartley scored.  Gosz  homered to left center, 2 RBI; Mitchell scored.  Steele reached on a  fielding 
error by 3b.  Skeen popped up to 2b.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1  LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Eberlin to c for Uranga.  McClellan grounded out to ss.  Schakel struck out 
swinging.  Jones, O. reached on a fielding error by p.  Randall pinch hit  for McCarthy.  Randall popped up 
to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Albertson inning 6  Jones, O. to rf.  Randall to lf.  Luras flied out to rf.  Jeske struck out  swinging.  Eberlin 
grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Collins pinch hit for Fox.  Collins singled.  Williams grounded out to 3b, 
SAC; Collins advanced to second.  Brownlee struck out swinging.  Skaug  grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Albertson inning 7  Fox to 3b for Collins.  Macomb doubled to right center.  Macomb stole third.  Jones, C. 
to p for Arellano.  Thomson pinch hit for Hartley.  Woodward  pinch hit for Thomson.  Woodward singled 
to right field, RBI; Macomb scored.  Woodward advanced to second on an error by rf.  Mitchell walked. 
Nelson to  p for Jones, C..  Gosz flied out to rf.  Steele walked; Mitchell advanced to  second; Woodward 
advanced to third.  Skeen popped up to 2b.  Luras struck  out looking.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Woodward to rf.  Winkelman struck out, out at first c to 1b.  McClellan out  at 
first 2b to p.  Schakel reached on an error by 3b.  Schakel advanced to  second.  Jones, O. doubled to right 
field, RBI; Schakel scored, unearned. Randall struck out, out at first c to 1b.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Albertson inning 8  Jeske popped up to 1b.  Eberlin popped up to 3b.  Macomb singled to left  center. 
Woodward singled to third base; Macomb advanced to third.  Woodward  advanced to second on an error 
by 3b.  Mitchell singled to shortstop, RBI;  Woodward advanced to third; Macomb scored.  Woodward out 
at home 1b to c.  1  run, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Dwinell pinch hit for Fox.  Dwinell struck out swinging.  Akins pinch hit  for 
Williams.  Akins singled to third base.  Brownlee singled to right  field; Akins advanced to third.  Akins 
scored on a wild pitch.  Brownlee  advanced to second.  Sherrill pinch hit for Skaug.  Sherrill walked. 
Winkelman hit by pitch; Sherrill advanced to second; Brownlee advanced to  third.  Wonderlich to p for 
Kuiper.  McClellan singled to right field, RBI; Winkelman advanced to second; Sherrill advanced to third; 
Brownlee scored.   Kramer to p for Wonderlich.  Schakel grounded into double play ss to 2b to
  1b; McClellan out on the play.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
GAME 12:  Northwest Nazarene 2, Central Washington 0 (Mar. 11, 2000 at Nampa)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee struck out swinging.  Skaug flied out to rf.  Winkelman singled to 
center field.  McClellan reached on a fielder's choice; Winkelman out at  second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 1  Burciaga walked.  Burciaga stole second.  Schneidt hit by pitch.  Smith 
singled, bunt; Schneidt advanced to second; Burciaga advanced to third.   Lowe flied out to lf, SAC, RBI; 
Burciaga scored.  Mylander grounded into  double play 3b to 1b; Schneidt out on the play.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 1  LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Schakel singled to right field.  Schakel out at second rf to ss.  Jones, O. 
grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Sherrill walked.  Akins pinch ran for  Sherrill.  Johnson struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 2  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Wolfe singled to left field.  Be. Warren flied out  to 
cf.  Benedick reached on a fielder's choice; Wolfe out at second ss to  2b.  Benedick stole second. 
Ba.Warren flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Williams popped up to 2b.  Brownlee flied out to cf.  Skaug grounded out to 
p, bunt.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 3  Burciaga popped up to 1b.  Schneidt singled to left field.  Smith singled to 
center field; Schneidt advanced to second.  Lowe fouled out to 1b.  Mylander  grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Winkelman grounded out to ss.  McClellan flied out to rf.  Schakel single   to 
center field.  Jones, O. walked; Schakel advanced to second.  Sherrill  out at first 1b to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 4  Wolfe doubled to left field.  Be. Warren fouled out to 1b.  Benedick singled 
to left field; Wolfe advanced to third.  Wolfe scored on an error by lf.   Benedick advanced to second. 
Benedick advanced to third on a wild pitch.   Ba.Warren walked.  Ba.Warren advanced to second on a wild 
pitch.  Burciaga  walked.  Schneidt struck out swinging.  Smith struck out swinging.  1 run, 2  hits, 1 error, 
3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Johnson grounded out to p.  Williams singled to left center.  Brownlee 
singled to third base; Williams advanced to second.  Skaug grounded into  double play ss to 2b to 1b; 
Brownlee out on the play.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 5  Lowe grounded out to 2b.  Mylander walked.  Wolfe fouled out to 1b.  Be. 
Warren singled to shortstop; Mylander advanced to second.  Uhl pinch ran for  Be. Warren.  Benedick 
reached on a fielder's choice; Uhl advanced to second;  Mylander out at third 3b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Be. Warren to c for Uhl.  Winkelman flied out to lf.  McClellan struck out 
looking.  Schakel walked.  Jones, O. grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 6  Ba.Warren flied out to cf.  Burciaga walked.  Burciaga stole second. 
Schneidt struck out swinging.  Smith flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Sherrill popped up to 1b.  Collins pinch hit for Johnson.  Collins singled  to 
right center.  Dwinell pinch ran for Collins.  Williams grounded into  double play p to ss to 1b; Dwinell out 
on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 13:  Northwest Nazarene 9, Central Washington 8 (Mar. 11, 2000 at Nampa)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee reached on an error by 3b.  Skaug singled to right field; Brownlee 
advanced to third.  Skaug stole second.  Winkelman flied out to lf, SAC,  RBI; Brownlee scored, unearned. 
Skaug advanced to third on an error by c.   McClellan struck out swinging.  Schakel struck out swinging.  1 
run, 1 hit,  2 errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 1  Burciaga grounded out to ss.  Wolfe grounded out to p.  Deboi walked. 
Deboi  stole second.  Lowe singled to left center, RBI; Deboi scored.  Lowe stole  second.  Smith walked. 
Benedick singled to right field, RBI; Smith advanced  to second; Lowe scored.  Benedick advanced to 
second on the throw; Smith  advanced to third on the throw.  Schneidt reached on an error by 1b;  Benedick 
scored, unearned; Smith scored, unearned.  Schneidt advanced to  second on an error by 1b.  Fisher reached 
on an error by ss; Schneidt  scored, unearned.  Ba.Warren singled, bunt; Fisher advanced to second. 
Burciaga struck out swinging.  5 runs, 3 hits, 3 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  O. Jones doubled to left field.  Sherrill singled to right field; O. Jones 
advanced to third.  Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Akins out at second c to  ss, caught stealing.  Johnson 
fouled out to 1b.  Williams struck out  swinging.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 2  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Wolfe singled to left field.  Deboi flied out to  cf. 
Lowe singled to left center; Wolfe advanced to second.  Smith grounded  into double play 2b to ss to 1b; 
Lowe out on the play.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Brownlee struck out looking.  Skaug singled to left field.  Winkelman flied 
out to lf.  McClellan singled to right field; Skaug advanced to second.   Schakel singled to center field, RBI; 
McClellan advanced to third; Skaugscored.  O. Jones doubled to left field, RBI; Schakel advanced to third; 
McClellan scored.  Schakel out at home rf to 2b to c.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 3  Fox to 3b for Johnson.  Dwinell to ss for Williams.  Benedick grounded out 
to p.  Schneidt popped up to 1b.  Fisher grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Sherrill struck out swinging.  Fox fouled out to 1b.  Dwinell lined out to  2b. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 4  Ba.Warren walked.  Ba.Warren out at second c to ss, caught stealing. 
Burciaga struck out swinging.  Wolfe flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  Skaug lined out to 3b.  Winkelman doubled to 
left center.  McClellan homered to left field, 2 RBI; Winkelman scored.   Collins to dh for Schakel.  Collins 
grounded out to 2b.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 5  Deboi doubled to left field.  Deboi advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Lowe 
struck out.  Smith walked.  Benedick flied into double play rf to c; Deboi out  on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  O. Jones fouled out to c.  Sherrill singled to left field.  Akins pinch ran  for 
Sherrill.  Fox hit by pitch; Akins advanced to second.  Dwinell singled  to right field, RBI; Fox advanced to 
third; Akins scored.  Dwinell out at  second rf to 2b.  Brownlee grounded out to p.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 6  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Schneidt popped up to 1b.  Fisher reached on an 
error by ss.  Uhl pinch ran for Fisher.  Uhl stole second.  Ba.Warren struck  out.  Burciaga struck out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Fisher to c for Uhl.  Skaug doubled to left field.  Winkelman lined into 
double play ss to 2b; Skaug out on the play.  McClellan flied out to rf.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 7  Wolfe fouled out to c.  Deboi flied out to lf.  Lowe homered to left field, 
RBI.  Smith grounded out to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Elder to p for Be. Warren.  Collins walked.  Akins pinch ran for Collins.   O. 
Jones singled to right field; Akins advanced to third.  Sherrill doubled  to right field, 2 RBI; O. Jones 
scored; Akins scored.  Fox popped up to 3b.  Gibson pinch ran for Sherrill.  Dwinell grounded out to 2b; 
Gibson advanced  to third.  Brownlee grounded out to 2b.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 8  Brownlee to c.  McCarthy to rf for Gibson.  Benedick grounded out to 2b. 
Schneidt grounded out to 2b.  C. Jones to p for Koskela.  Fisher struck out.   0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Skaug flied out to cf.  Winkelman popped up to ss.  McClellan struck out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 9  Ba.Warren reached on a fielding error by ss.  Burciaga walked; Ba.Warren 
advanced to second.  Nelson to p for C. Jones.  Ba.Warren advanced to third  on a wild pitch.  Burciaga 
advanced to second.  Ba.Warren scored on an error  by c, unearned.  Wolfe grounded out to 3b; Burciaga 
advanced to third.   Deboi hit by pitch.  Lowe singled to center field, RBI; Deboi advanced to  second; 
Burciaga scored.  Smith singled to pitcher; Lowe advanced to second;  Deboi advanced to third.  Smith 
advanced to second on an error by 2b; Lowe  advanced to third; Deboi scored, unearned.  3 runs, 2 hits, 3 
errors, 2 LOB.
GAME 14:  Whitworth 13, Centrl Washington 3 (Mar. 12, 2000 at Caldwell)
Whitworth inning 1  Saldin hit by pitch.  Saldin stole second.  McKitterick flied out to rf.   Squires struck 
out.  Schuerman flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee flied out to cf.  Skaug doubled to left field.  Winkelman grounded 
out to ss; Skaug advanced to third.  McClellan out at first 1b to p.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 2  Roorda walked.  Roorda stole second.  Keller walked.  Brown flied out to lf.  Biglin 
popped up to 1b.  Van Vorhis flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Schakel grounded out to ss.  O. Jones flied out to cf.  Sherrill grounded  out to 
ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Whitworth inning 3  Saldin hit by pitch.  Saldin stole second.  McKitterick flied out to lf.   Squires walked. 
Schuerman reached on an error by ss; Squires advanced to  second; Saldin advanced to third.  Roorda 
tripled to left field, 3 RBI;  Schuerman scored, unearned; Squires scored; Saldin scored.  Keller grounded 
out to 2b, RBI; Roorda scored, unearned.  Brown popped up to 2b.  4 runs, 1  hit, 1 error, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Fox flied out to cf.  Williams grounded out to ss.  Brownlee flied out to  cf.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Whitworth inning 4  Biglin singled to center field.  Hardin to p for Johnson.  Van Vorhis  grounded out to 
1b unassisted, SAC; Biglin advanced to second.  Saldin  singled to center field, RBI; Biglin scored. 
McKitterick flied out to rf.   Squires homered to right center, 2 RBI; Saldin scored.  Schuerman hit by 
pitch.  Smith to p for Hardin.  Schuerman out at second c to ss, caught  stealing.  3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 0 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Skaug struck out, out at first c to 1b.  Winkelman flied out to rf.   McClellan 
reached on an error by 1b.  Schakel grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0  hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 5  Roorda singled to center field.  Roorda out at second c to 2b, caught  stealing.  Keller 
grounded out to 2b.  Brown grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  O. Jones grounded out to ss.  Sherrill popped up to 2b.  Fox singled to 
shortstop.  Williams grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Whitworth inning 6  Biglin singled to left field.  Van Vorhis singled to left field; Biglin  advanced to second. 
Saldin flied out to cf; Biglin advanced to third.  McKitterick singled to third base, RBI; Van Vorhis 
advanced to second;  Biglin scored.  Squires singled to right field, RBI; McKitterick advanced to  third; Van 
Vorhis scored.  Schuerman singled to left field, RBI; Squires  advanced to second; McKitterick scored. 
Murray pinch ran for Schuerman.   Squires advanced to third on an error by lf.  Murray advanced to second. 
Parrish to p for Smith.  Roorda flied out to lf, SAC, RBI; Squires scored.   Keller doubled to right field, 
RBI; Murray scored.  Brown struck out  looking.  5 runs, 6 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Schuerman to c for Murray.  Brownlee doubled to left field.  Skaug flied out 
to cf; Brownlee advanced to third.  Winkelman grounded out to 2b, RBI;  Brownlee scored.  McClellan 
fouled out to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Whitworth inning 7  Biglin walked.  Van Vorhis doubled to left field; Biglin advanced to third.   Saldin flied 
out to lf, SAC, RBI; Biglin scored.  McKitterick struck out.   Squires struck out looking.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Collins to dh for Schakel.  Collins singled to left center.  Amos pinch hit  for 
O. Jones.  Amos flied out to rf.  Randall pinch hit for Sherrill.   Randall reached on a fielder's choice; 
Collins advanced to second on an  error by ss.  Akins pinch hit for Fox.  Akins struck out looking. 
McCarthy  pinch hit for Williams.  McCarthy doubled to right field, 2 RBI; Randall  scored, unearned; 
Collins scored, unearned.  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  2  runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
GAME 15:  The Master's 4, Central Washington 3 (Mar. 13, 2000 at Caldwell)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee doubled to left field.  Skaug struck out looking.  Winkelman 
reached on a fielding error by ss; Brownlee scored, unearned.  McClellan  lined out to 2b.  Schakel struck 
out.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
The Master's inning 1  Fillmore doubled to left field.  Sager flied out to lf.  C. Kollmann  grounded out to 
3b.  Fillmore stole third.  Salazar walked.  Wertz struck  out.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  O. Jones grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Sherrill grounded out to ss.  Fox 
singled to right field.  Williams grounded out to 3b, bunt.  0 runs, 1 hit,  0 errors, 1 LOB.
The Master's inning 2  Pheasant struck out looking.  L. Kollmann struck out looking.  Herwaldt  doubled to 
left field.  Griffin walked.  Fillmore struck out looking.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Brownlee walked.  Skaug doubled to left center; Brownlee advanced to third. 
Winkelman struck out.  McClellan doubled to right field, 2 RBI; Skaug  scored; Brownlee scored.  Schakel 
walked.  O. Jones grounded into double play 2b  to ss to 1b; Schakel out on the play.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
The Master's inning 3  Sager flied out to lf.  C. Kollmann grounded out to 3b.  Salazar walked.   Wertz flied 
out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Sherrill struck out.  Fox struck out.  Williams grounded out to 1b  unassisted. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
The Master's inning 4  Pheasant flied out to rf.  L. Kollmann singled to center field.  L. Kollmann  advanced 
to second on an error by p.  L. Kollmann advanced to third on a  wild pitch.  Herwaldt flied out to cf. 
Griffin grounded out to ss.  0 runs,  1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Brownlee grounded out to 3b.  Skaug flied out to cf.  Winkelman grounded 
out  to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
The Master's inning 5  Fillmore singled to right center.  Fillmore stole second.  Sager singled to  left field; 
Fillmore advanced to third.  C. Kollmann singled, RBI; Sager  advanced to second; Fillmore scored. 
Salazar singled, bunt; C. Kollmann  advanced to second; Sager advanced to third.  Wertz flied out to cf, 
SAC,  RBI; Salazar advanced to second; C. Kollmann advanced to third; Sager  scored.  Pheasant grounded 
out to p, RBI; Salazar advanced to third; C.  Kollmann scored.  L. Kollmann singled to shortstop, RBI; 
Salazar scored.   Herwaldt grounded out to 3b.  4 runs, 5 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  McClellan grounded out to 3b.  Schakel singled to center field.  O. Jones 
flied into double play cf to 1b; Schakel out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
The Master's inning 6  Griffin flied out to rf.  Fillmore grounded out to 2b.  Sager grounded out  to 2b.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Sherrill struck out looking.  Fox struck out looking.  Williams reached on a 
fielding error by ss.  Williams stole second.  Brownlee grounded out to 3b.   0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
The Master's inning 7  C. Kollmann struck out.  Salazar flied out to lf.  Wertz struck out looking.   0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Skaug struck out.  Winkelman popped up to 1b.  McClellan struck out.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
The Master's inning 8  Pheasant flied out to lf.  L. Kollmann flied out to cf.  Lizarraga pinch hit  for 
Herwaldt.  Lizarraga singled to shortstop.  Herwaldt to 3b for  Lizarraga.  Herwaldt out at second c to 2b, 
caught stealing.  0 runs, 1 hit,  0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Schakel walked.  Akins pinch ran for Schakel.  Akins out at second c to ss, 
caught stealing.  O. Jones grounded out to p.  Collins to dh for Sherrill.   Collins grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 16  Central Washington 8, British Columbia 2 (Mar. 17, 2000 at Ellensburg)
British Columbia inning 1  Watts lined out to 1b.  Barnard fouled out to c.  Leswick reached on a  fielding 
error by ss.  McConkey reached on a fielder's choice; Leswick out  at second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 
error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee singled to left field.  Skaug grounded out to p, SAC; Brownlee 
advanced to second.  Winkelman walked.  Winkelman advanced to second on a  passed ball; Brownlee 
advanced to third.  Collins grounded out to ss, RBI;Winkelman advanced to third; Brownlee scored, 
unearned.  McClellan grounded  out to 3b.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  Kroschinsky struck out swinging.  Herman grounded out to 1b unassisted,  bunt. 
Jones struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Schakel struck out looking.  Sherrill struck out swinging.  O. Jones  grounded 
out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Jarvis flied out to lf.  Kittleson hit by pitch.  Kittleson advanced to  second on a 
wild pitch.  Watts walked.  Barnard reached on an error by 3b;  Watts advanced to third; Kittleson scored, 
unearned.  Leswick hit by pitch;  Barnard advanced to second.  McConkey struck out looking.  Watts out at 
third c to 3b, picked off.  1 run, 0 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Williams singled to center field.  Brownlee grounded into double play 2b to 
ss to 1b; Williams out on the play.  Skaug flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit,  0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Kroschinsky popped up to 3b.  Herman singled to pitcher.  Herman out at 
second c to ss, caught stealing.  Jones singled through the right side.   Jarvis grounded out to p.  0 runs, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Winkelman flied out to lf.  Collins tripled to center field.  McClellan  singled 
to left field, advanced to second on a fielding error by lf, RBI;  Collins scored.  Schakel struck out 
swinging.  Sherrill grounded out to 3b.   1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Kittleson fouled out to 1b.  Watts flied out to rf.  Barnard singled to  center field. 
Leswick singled to third base; Barnard advanced to second.   S.McGillivra to dh for McConkey. 
S.McGillivra reached on a fielder's  choice; Leswick out at second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  O. Jones walked.  O. Jones stole second.  Williams walked.  Brownlee 
reached  on an error by p, SAC, advanced to second, advanced to third on the throw;  Williams scored; O. 
Jones scored.  Findlay to p for Tongue.  Skaug flied out  to rf, SF, RBI; Brownlee scored, unearned. 
Winkelman walked.  Collins  singled to right field; Winkelman advanced to second.  McClellan struck out 
swinging.  Schakel flied out to cf.  3 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  Kroschinsky struck out swinging.  Herman grounded out to 2b.  Jones popped 
up to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Lazaruk to p for Findlay.  Sherrill doubled to right center.  McCarthy pinch 
hit for O. Jones.  Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  McCarthy walked.  Williams  reached on a fielder's choice; 
McCarthy advanced to second; Akins out at  third 3b unassisted.  Brownlee grounded into double play 3b to 
1b; McCarthy  out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 7  Akins to dh.  McCarthy to lf.  Jarvis walked.  Kittleson flied out to cf.   Watts 
flied out to rf.  Barnard popped up to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors,  1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Bascorn to p for Lazaruk.  Skaug popped up to c.  Winkelman struck out 
swinging.  Collins struck out, out at first c to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 8  Leswick grounded out to ss.  S.McGillivra walked.  Anderson to c for 
Kroschinsky.  Anderson flied out to lf.  Herman struck out swinging.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Kroschinsky to c for Anderson.  Armistead to p for Bascorn.  McClellan 
grounded out to 3b.  Schakel singled through the left side.  Akins reached  on a fielding error by 2b; 
Schakel advanced to second.  McCarthy reached on  a fielding error by 3b; Akins advanced to second; 
Schakel advanced to third.  Williams singled through the right side, 2 RBI; McCarthy advanced to third; 
Akins scored, unearned; Schakel scored, unearned.  Brownlee grounded out to  3b, RBI; Williams advanced 
to second; McCarthy scored, unearned.  Skaug  reached on a fielding error by ss; Williams advanced to 
third.  Winkelman  flied out to cf.  3 runs, 2 hits, 3 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 9  Fox to 3b for Schakel.  Nelson to p for Arellano.  Jones walked.  Jarvis  singled 
to center field; Jones advanced to second.  Whitely to 2b for  Kittleson.  Whitely struck out looking. 
Vickers pinch hit for Watts.   Vickers struck out swinging.  Barnard singled to right center, RBI; Jarvis 
advanced to third; Jones scored.  Leswick flied out to cf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0  errors, 2 LOB.
GAME 17:  Lewis-Clark State 16, Central Washington 0 (Mar. 18,2000 at Lewiston)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  Skaug grounded out to ss.  Winkelman walked. 
Collins struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 1  Woods reached on an error by ss.  Woods stole second.  Koshelnik walked. 
Strankman singled down the lf line, bunt; Koshelnik advanced to second;  Woods advanced to third. 
Ellison doubled to right center, 3 RBI; Strankman  scored; Koshelnik scored; Woods scored, unearned. 
Diaz doubled to center  field, RBI; Ellison scored.  Smith pinch ran for Diaz.  Brown flied out to cf; Smith 
advanced to third.  Kimura flied out to rf, SF, RBI; Smith scored,  unearned.  Kline hit by pitch.  Johnston 
reached on a fielder's choice;  Kline out at second ss to 2b.  5 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Diaz to c for Smith.  McClellan grounded out to c.  Schakel struck out 
looking.  O. Jones doubled to right center.  Fox walked.  Williams struck  out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 2  Woods grounded out to 3b.  Koshelnik fouled out to c.  Strankman flied out  to 
cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Brownlee struck out looking.  Skaug reached on an error by ss.  Winkelman 
struck out looking.  Collins grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1  LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 3  Ellison fouled out to 1b.  Diaz out at first 1b to p.  Brown homered to left  field, 
RBI.  Kimura doubled to center field.  Kline singled to center field,  RBI; Kimura scored.  Gibson to p for 
Koskela.  Johnston singled to right  field; Kline advanced to second.  Woods singled to left field; Johnston 
advanced to second; Kline advanced to third.  Koshelnik doubled to center  field, 2 RBI; Woods advanced 
to third; Johnston scored; Kline scored.   Strankman doubled down the rf line, 2 RBI; Koshelnik scored; 
Woods scored.   Ellison singled to center field, RBI; Strankman scored.  Parrish to p for  Gibson.  Ellison 
advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Ellison advanced to  third on a wild pitch.  Diaz walked.  Smith pinch 
ran for Diaz.  Smith  advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Brown walked.  Kimura walked, RBI;  Brown 
advanced to second; Smith advanced to third; Ellison scored.  Kline  reached on a fielder's choice; Kimura 
out at second ss to 2b.  8 runs, 8  hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4   Diaz to c for Smith.  McClellan popped up to 2b.  Schakel flied out to cf. 
Woods to cf.  S. Pierce to lf for Ellison.  O. Jones flied out to cf.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 4  Johnston popped up to 2b.  Woods out at first p to ss to 1b.  Koshelnik  fouled 
out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Heitmann to p for Kor.  Fox struck out, out at first c to 1b.  Williams 
grounded out to ss.  Brownlee flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 5  Strankman grounded out to 3b.  S. Pierce hit by pitch.  S. Pierce advanced  to 
second on a passed ball.  Diaz flied out to rf.  Brown singled to left  center, RBI; S. Pierce scored.  Kimura 
singled to center field; Brown  advanced to second.  Kline reached on a fielder's choice; Kimura out at 
second ss to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Skaug singled to center field.  Winkelman flied out to cf.  Collins grounded 
out to 1b unassisted; Skaug advanced to second.  McClellan flied out to cf.   0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 6  Johnston hit by pitch.  Woods reached on a fielder's choice; Johnston  advanced 
to second on an error by ss, advanced to third.  Koshelnik flied  out to rf, SF, RBI; Johnston scored, 
unearned.  Strankman singled through  the left side; Woods advanced to second.  S. Pierce struck out 
swinging.   Strankman advanced to second on a passed ball; Woods advanced to third.   Diaz walked. 
Smith pinch ran for Diaz.  Brown singled to center field, RBI;  Smith advanced to second; Strankman 
advanced to third; Woods scored,  unearned.  Kimura reached on a fielder's choice; Brown out at second ss 
to  2b.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Diaz to c for Smith.  Aguilar to p for Heitmann.  Schakel singled to center 
field.  O. Jones flied out to lf.  Fox struck out swinging.  Williams  grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
1 LOB.
GAME 18:  Willamette 3, Central Washington 0 (Mar. 19, 2000 at Lewiston, ID)
Willamette inning 1  Atwood grounded out to ss.  Luebbert reached on an error by ss.  Lubisich  singled 
through the left side; Luebbert advanced to second.  Benjamin  singled to right field; Lubisich advanced to 
second; Luebbert advanced to  third.  Hazelbaker grounded into double play p to c to 1b; Luebbert out on 
the play.  0 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee grounded out to 3b.  Skaug singled to center field.  Winkelman 
struck out swinging; Skaug stole second.  Collins singled to third base,  advanced to second on the throw; 
Skaug advanced to third, out at home 3b to  ss to c to p.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Willamette inning 2  Stewart singled through the left side.  R. Hughes reached on an error by p,  SAC; 
Stewart advanced to second.  Chatterton grounded out to 1b unassisted,  SAC; R. Hughes advanced to 
second; Stewart advanced to third.  Duman reached  on a fielder's choice, advanced to second; R. Hughes 
advanced to third;  Stewart out at home 3b to c.  Duman advanced to third; R. Hughes scored on a  passed 
ball, unearned.  Atwood struck out swinging.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error,  1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McClellan struck out swinging.  Schakel grounded out to ss.  Randall out at 
first 1b to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Willamette inning 3  Luebbert flied out to lf.  Lubisich singled to left field.  Lubisich  advanced to second 
on an error by 1b.  Lubisich advanced to third on a  passed ball.  Benjamin struck out looking.  Hazelbaker 
popped up to ss.  0  runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  McCarthy singled to center field.  Williams popped up to 3b, bunt.  Brownlee 
struck out swinging.  Skaug singled to right field; McCarthy advanced to  third.  Winkelman walked; Skaug 
advanced to second.  Collins struck out  swinging.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Willamette inning 4  Stewart flied out to rf.  R. Hughes grounded out to p unassisted.   Chatterton walked. 
George pinch ran for Chatterton.  Duman lined out to p.   0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Chatterton to c for George.  Fansler to rf for R. Hughes.  McClellan flied  out 
to cf.  Schakel singled to center field.  Schakel advanced to second on  a wild pitch.  Randall struck out 
looking.  McCarthy out at first p to 2b to  1b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Willamette inning 5  Atwood grounded out to 2b.  Luebbert out at first 1b to p.  Lubisich singled  through 
the right side.  Svenson pinch ran for Lubisich.  Benjamin singled  to right field; Svenson advanced to 
second.  Hazelbaker struck out swinging.   0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Lubisich to p for Svenson.  Williams singled to center field.  Brownlee 
grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Williams out on the play.  Skaug  doubled, out at third cf to ss to 
3b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Willamette inning 6  Stewart fouled out to 1b.  Fansler grounded out to p.  Chatterton struck out  swinging. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  George to 2b for Hazelbaker.  Winkelman singled to center field.  Collins 
grounded into double play ss to 1b; Winkelman out on the play.  McClellan  flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
Willamette inning 7  Duman grounded out to p.  Atwood walked.  Luebbert struck out looking.   Atwood 
out at second c to 2b, caught stealing.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Schakel struck out swinging.  Dwinell to dh for Randall.  Dwinell singled to 
center field.  McCarthy singled to right field; Dwinell advanced to second,  out at third rf to 3b.  Williams 
reached on a fielder's choice; McCarthy out  at second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Willamette inning 8  Lubisich singled to center field.  Benjamin singled down the lf line, bunt;  Lubisich 
advanced to second.  George reached on a fielder's choice; Benjamin  out on double play 3b to ss to 1b to 
ss; Lubisich out on the play.  Stewart  grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Lubisich to dh.  Anderson to p.  Brownlee flied out to rf.  Skaug struck out 
looking.  Winkelman flied out to lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Willamette inning 9  Fansler singled through the left side.  Fansler advanced to second on a wild  pitch. 
Chatterton singled through the left side; Fansler advanced to third.  Svenson pinch ran for Chatterton. 
Duman singled, bunt; Svenson advanced to  second.  Atwood reached on a fielder's choice; Duman 
advanced to second;  Svenson advanced to third; Fansler out at home 2b to c.  Luebbert walked,  RBI; 
Atwood advanced to second; Duman advanced to third; Svenson scored.   Lubisich to dh for Anderson. 
Anderson to p.  Lubisich singled to pitcher,  RBI; Luebbert advanced to second; Atwood advanced to third; 
Duman scored.   Benjamin struck out swinging.  Hazelbaker to 2b for George.  Hazelbaker  grounded out to 
2b.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Chatterton to c for Svenson.  Mlady to lf for Benjamin.  Collins grounded 
out to 2b.  McClellan grounded out to ss.  Schakel grounded out to ss.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 19:  Albertson 6, Central Washington 1 (Mar. 21, 2000 at Caldwell)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee singled to left field.  Skaug struck out looking.  Winkelman 
grounded out to 1b unassisted; Brownlee advanced to second.  Brownlee  advanced to third on a wild pitch. 
Collins grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Albertson inning 1  Macomb grounded out to 2b.  Mitchell flied out to rf.  Gosz flied out to rf.   0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McClellan grounded out to ss.  Schakel struck out looking.  O. Jones struck 
out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 2  Luras singled to third base.  Freeman singled to right field; Luras advanced  to second. 
Woodward reached on a fielder's choice; Freeman advanced to  second; Luras out at third p to 3b.  Hartley 
reached on a fielder's choice;  Woodward out at second ss to 2b; Freeman advanced to third.  Uranga 
doubled  to left field, RBI; Hartley advanced to third; Freeman scored.  Eberlin  fouled out to 1b.  1 run, 3 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Sherrill struck out swinging.  Williams singled to right field.  Williams  out at 
second c to ss, caught stealing.  Brownlee singled to shortstop.   Skaug singled to center field; Brownlee 
advanced to third.  Winkelman struck out looking.  0 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Albertson inning 3  Fox to 3b for Schakel.  Macomb flied out to lf.  Mitchell doubled to right  field. 
Mitchell stole third.  Gosz reached on an error by 3b; Mitchell  scored.  Luras singled to shortstop; Gosz 
advanced to second.  Freeman  singled to center field, RBI; Luras advanced to second; Gosz scored 
unearned.  Woodward grounded into double play 3b to 1b; Luras out on the  play.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Collins singled to center field.  McClellan struck out.  Collins stole  second. 
Fox struck out.  Collins advanced to third on an error by p.  O.  Jones reached on an error by 3b; Collins 
scored, unearned.  Sherrill struck  out.  1 run, 1 hit, 2 errors, 1 LOB.
Albertson inning 4  Hartley flied out to lf.  Uranga grounded out to ss.  Eberlin popped up to  1b.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Williams walked.  Brownlee grounded out to 2b; Williams advanced to 
second.   Skaug grounded out to ss; Williams advanced to third.  Winkelman grounded  out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Albertson inning 5  Macomb doubled to left center.  Mitchell singled to third base, bunt; Macomb 
advanced to third.  Gosz grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Mitchell  out on the play; Macomb 
scored.  Luras popped up to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  van Kampen to p for Skeen.  Collins grounded out to 2b.  McCarthy pinch hit 
for McClellan.  McCarthy grounded out to p.  Dwinell pinch hit for Fox.   Dwinell grounded out to p.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 6  McClellan to cf for McCarthy.  Dwinell to 3b.  Freeman singled to left  field.  Steele 
pinch ran for Freeman.  Woodward singled to left field;  Steele advanced to second.  Hartley walked; 
Woodward advanced to second;  Steele advanced to third.  Nelson to p for C. Jones.  Uranga fouled out to 
rf, SF, RBI; Woodward advanced to third; Steele scored.  Nannini pinch hit for  Eberlin.  Nannini hit by 
pitch; Hartley advanced to second.  Macomb reached  on a fielder's choice, RBI; Nannini out at second 2b 
to ss; Hartley advanced  to third; Woodward scored.  Hartley picked off, out at home p to 1b to 3b to  c to 
3b to c.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Freeman to 1b for Steele.  Eberlin to c for Nannini.  O. Jones grounded out  to 
2b.  Amos pinch hit for Sherrill.  Amos struck out looking.  Williams  popped up to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 20:  Albertson 1, Central Washington 0 (Mar. 21, 2000 at Caldwell)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee hit by pitch.  Skaug reached on a fielder's choice; Brownlee out at 
second 3b to 2b.  Amos walked; Skaug advanced to second.  Winkelman singled  to first base; Amos 
advanced to second; Skaug advanced to third.  Schakel  struck out looking.  Collins reached on a fielder's 
choice; Winkelman  advanced to second; Amos out at third 3b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 3 LOB.
Albertson inning 1  Macomb struck out looking.  Mitchell walked.  Mitchell stole second.  Gosz  grounded 
out to ss; Mitchell advanced to third.  Mitchell out at home c  unassisted, caught stealing.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McCarthy grounded out to 2b.  Sherrill flied out to cf.  Williams struck out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 2  Freeman out at first 1b to p.  Skeen walked.  Nannini struck out.  Skeen  stole second. 
Hartley reached on an error by ss, advanced to second on the  throw; Skeen scored, unearned.  Uranga 
struck out.  1 run, 0 hits, 1 error,
1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  Skaug struck out.  Amos flied out to cf.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 3  Steele lined out to lf.  Macomb grounded out to ss.  Mitchell doubled to  right field. 
Gosz flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Winkelman walked.  Schakel grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b; 
Winkelman out on the play.  Collins grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 4  Freeman popped up to ss.  Skeen flied out to cf.  Nannini grounded out to  2b.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  McCarthy reached on an error by ss.  Sherrill struck out.  McCarthy out at 
second c to ss, caught stealing.  Williams walked.  Brownlee reached on an  error by 3b; Williams advanced 
to third.  Skaug reached on a fielder's  choice; Brownlee out at second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 2 errors, 2 
LOB.
Albertson inning 5  Hartley grounded out to 2b.  Uranga walked.  Steele out at first 1b to 2b,  SAC; Uranga 
advanced to second.  Macomb grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits,  0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Amos struck out looking.  Winkelman grounded out to p.  Schakel struck out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 6  Mitchell flied out to cf.  Gosz walked.  Freeman flied out to cf.  Gosz out  at second c to 
ss, caught stealing.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Collins struck out.  McClellan pinch hit for McCarthy.  McClellan reached on 
an error by 3b, advanced to second.  Dwinell pinch hit for Sherrill.   Dwinell struck out.  Williams struck 
out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error,  1 LOB.
GAME 21:  Central Washington 12, Northwest Nazarene3 (Mar. 22, 2000 at Nampa)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee popped up to ss.  Skaug walked.  Winkelman lined out to lf.  Skaug 
stole second.  Collins struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 1  Burciaga walked.  Benedick doubled; Burciaga advanced to third.  Deboi 
struck out swinging.  Smith popped up to ss.  Schneidt walked.  Benedick  picked off, out at second c to 2b. 
0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Schakel grounded out to ss.  McClellan grounded out to 3b.  O. Jones 
grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 2  Davis flied out to rf.  Be. Warren walked.  Ba.Warren homered, 2 RBI; Be. 
Warren scored.  Mylander lined out to 1b.  Burciaga singled to shortstop.   Burciaga out at second c to 2b, 
caught stealing.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors,  0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Sherrill lined out to 3b.  Williams grounded out to ss.  Brownlee doubled to 
left field.  Skaug singled, RBI; Brownlee scored.  Winkelman flied out to  rf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 3  Benedick grounded out to 2b.  Deboi flied out to lf.  Smith grounded out to 
1b unassisted.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Collins grounded out to ss.  Schakel grounded out to ss.  McClellan singled 
to left field.  O. Jones singled; McClellan advanced to third.  Sherrill  singled, RBI; O. Jones advanced to 
second; McClellan scored.  Williams  singled, RBI; Sherrill advanced to second; O. Jones scored. 
Brownlee  reached on a fielder's choice; Williams advanced to second; Sherrill  advanced to third.  Skaug 
flied out to cf.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 4  Schneidt reached on an error by ss.  Davis doubled, advanced to third, RBI; 
Schneidt scored, unearned.  Be. Warren struck out looking.  Ba.Warren lined  out to ss.  Mylander walked. 
Burciaga reached on a fielder's choice;  Mylander out at second ss to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Winkelman doubled.  Collins doubled, RBI; Winkelman scored.  Schakel 
flied  out to rf; Collins advanced to third.  Uhl to p for Elder.  McClellan  doubled, RBI; Collins scored. 
McCarthy pinch ran for McClellan.  McCarthy  advanced to third on a wild pitch.  O. Jones walked. 
Sherrill flied out to  lf.  Williams doubled, RBI; O. Jones advanced to third; McCarthy scored.   Brownlee 
flied out to lf.  3 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 5  McCarthy to cf.  Benedick grounded out to 2b.  Deboi popped up to 1b. 
Smith  popped up to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Skaug singled down the lf line.  Skaug stole second.  Winkelman walked. 
McCoy to p for Uhl.  Collins singled, RBI; Winkelman advanced to second;  Skaug scored.  Winkelman 
advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Collins  advanced to second.  Schakel doubled, 2 RBI; Collins scored; 
Winkelman  scored.  McCarthy grounded out to 3b.  O. Jones singled, RBI; Schakel  scored.  Sherrill 
singled; O. Jones advanced to third.  Williams grounded  out to ss, RBI; Sherrill advanced to second; O. 
Jones scored.  Brownlee  singled; Sherrill advanced to third.  Brownlee advanced to second on the  throw. 
Sherrill scored on a wild pitch.  Skaug popped up to ss.  6 runs, 6  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 6  Schneidt struck out swinging.  Davis flied out to lf.  Be. Warren singled. 
Ba.Warren doubled; Be. Warren advanced to third.  Mylander flied out to lf.   0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Guthrie to p for McCoy.  Winkelman grounded out to 2b.  Collins grounded 
out  to ss.  Fox to 3b for Schakel.  Fox struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 7  Parrish to p for Klump.  Akins to 2b for Skaug.  Burciaga flied out to rf. 
Benedick struck out, out at first c to 1b.  Deboi struck out looking.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Be. Warren to p.  Fisher to c for Mylander.  / for Guthrie.  McCarthy 
grounded out to p.  O. Jones hit by pitch.  Amos to dh for Sherrill.  Amos  lined into double play 2b 
unassisted; O. Jones out on the play.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 8  Skaug to 2b for Akins.  Smith grounded out to ss.  Schneidt grounded out to 
2b.  Davis walked.  Be. Warren flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Schneidt to p.  Wolfe to 2b for Be. Warren.  Ba.Warren to 3b.  Dwinell pinch 
hit for Williams.  Dwinell reached on an error by ss.  Brownlee struck out  swinging.  Skaug reached on a 
fielder's choice; Dwinell out at second p to  ss.  Winkelman struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 
LOB.
Northwest Nazarene inning 9  Williams to ss for Dwinell.  Smith to p for Parrish.  Ba.Warren hit by  pitch. 
Fisher grounded into double play p to ss to 1b; Ba.Warren out on the  play.  Burciaga walked.  Benedick 
walked; Burciaga advanced to second.   Burciaga advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Benedick advanced to 
second.   Deboi struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
GAME 22:  Central Washington 5, British Columbia 0 (Mar. 25, 2000 at Ellensburg)
British Columbia inning 1  Glatt flied out to cf.  Anderson walked.  Anderson advanced to second on an 
error by p.  Leswick struck out looking.  Barnard walked.  McConkey fouled  out to c.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 
error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee fouled out to rf.  Skaug singled to shortstop.  Winkelman flied out 
to rf.  Collins singled to center field; Skaug advanced to second.  Schakel  singled to left field, RBI; Collins 
advanced to second; Skaug scored.   McCarthy out at first 2b to p.  1 run, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  S.McGillivra struck out swinging.  Whitely walked.  Herman grounded out to 
ss; Whitely advanced to second.  Tuck walked.  Glatt struck out swinging.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Tuck to c for Watts.  O. Jones walked.  Sherrill reached on an error by 2b;  O. 
Jones advanced to second.  Williams grounded out to c, SAC, bunt;  Sherrill advanced to second; O. Jones 
advanced to third.  Brownlee struck  out swinging.  Skaug grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 2 
LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Anderson flied out to lf.  Leswick lined out to ss.  Barnard fouled out to  c.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Winkelman grounded out to ss.  Collins grounded out to 2b.  Schakel struck 
out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  McConkey singled to left field.  S.McGillivra struck out looking.  Whitely  flied 
out to rf.  Herman singled to left field; McConkey advanced to second.   Tuck popped up to 1b.  0 runs, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Glatt to lf.  Watts to cf for S.McGillivra.  McCarthy struck out swinging.   O. 
Jones doubled down the lf line.  Sherrill struck out swinging.  O. Jones  advanced to third on a wild pitch. 
Williams struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Glatt hit by pitch.  Glatt advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Anderson  struck 
out swinging.  Leswick flied out to cf; Glatt advanced to third.   Barnard flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  Skaug struck out looking.  Winkelman popped 
up  to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  McConkey struck out swinging.  Watts struck out swinging.  Whitely singled  to 
right field.  Herman reached on a fielder's choice; Whitely out at second  ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Collins singled to center field.  Akins pinch ran for Collins.  Schakel  fouled 
out to 2b.  Akins advanced to second on a wild pitch.  McCarthy  singled to right field, RBI; Akins scored. 
O. Jones struck out looking.   Sherrill hit by pitch; McCarthy advanced to second.  Dwinell pinch ran for 
Sherrill.  Dwinell advanced to second on a wild pitch; McCarthy advanced to  third.  Williams reached on 
an error by 2b; Dwinell scored, unearned;  McCarthy scored, unearned.  Bascorn to p for Penner.  Williams 
advanced to  second on a wild pitch.  Williams advanced to third on a passed ball.   Brownlee doubled 
down the rf line, RBI; Williams scored, unearned.  Skaug  grounded out to 3b.  4 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 
LOB.
British Columbia inning 7  Collins to rf for Akins.  Dwinell to dh.  Vickers pinch hit for Tuck.   Vickers 
lined out to ss.  Glatt walked.  Anderson popped up to c.  Leswick  singled to center field; Glatt advanced to 
third.  Barnard fouled out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
GAME 23:  British Columbia 12, Central Washington 10 (Mar. 25, 2000 at 
Ellensburg)
British Columbia inning 1  Sherrill to c.  Glatt walked.  Glatt out at second c to 2b, caught stealing. 
Anderson singled through the left side.  Leswick doubled to center field,  RBI; Anderson scored.  Vickers 
doubled to right center, RBI; Leswick scored.  McConkey flied out to rf; Vickers advanced to third.  Jarvis 
walked.  Herman flied out to rf.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee singled to center field.  Brownlee out at second c to ss, caught 
stealing.  Skaug singled through the left side.  Winkelman singled down the  lf line; Skaug advanced to 
second.  Collins reached on a fielder's choice;  Winkelman out at second 2b to ss; Skaug advanced to third. 
Schakel grounded  out to 3b.  0 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  Jones struck out swinging.  Tuck reached on an error by 3b.  Glatt reached  on a 
fielder's choice; Tuck out at second 3b to 2b.  Anderson doubled to  left field; Glatt advanced to third. 
Leswick singled to center field, 2  RBI; Anderson scored, unearned; Glatt scored, unearned.  Vickers 
reached on  a fielder's choice; Leswick out at second ss to 2b.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1  error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McCarthy reached on an error by ss.  O. Jones struck out swinging.  Sherrill 
doubled down the rf line; McCarthy advanced to third.  Akins pinch ran for  Sherrill.  Williams walked. 
Brownlee flied out to cf, SF, RBI; Akins  advanced to third; McCarthy scored, unearned.  Skaug flied out to 
rf.  1  run, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Sherrill to c for Akins.  McConkey struck out looking.  Jarvis popped up to  2b. 
Herman flied out to lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Whitely to 3b for Jones.  Winkelman grounded out to ss.  Collins grounded 
out to ss.  Schakel singled to pitcher.  McCarthy homered to right center, 2  RBI; Schakel scored.  O. Jones 
singled to pitcher.  Sherrill reached on an  error by c; O. Jones advanced to second.  Akins pinch ran for 
Sherrill.   Williams homered to right center, 3 RBI, unearned; Akins scored, unearned;  O. Jones scored, 
unearned.  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  5 runs, 4 hits, 1  error, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Whitely grounded out to 2b.  Tuck doubled to left  field. 
Watts pinch ran for Tuck.  Glatt reached on an error by ss; Watts  advanced to third.  Anderson reached on 
an error by ss, RBI; Glatt advanced  to second; Watts scored, unearned.  Leswick singled to shortstop; 
Anderson  advanced to second; Glatt advanced to third.  Nelson to p for Koskela.   Vickers walked, RBI; 
Leswick advanced to second; Anderson advanced to third;  Glatt scored, unearned.  McConkey singled, 
advanced to second on an error by  ss, RBI; Vickers scored, unearned; Leswick scored, unearned; Anderson 
scored, unearned.  Jarvis walked.  Herman homered to right center, 3 RBI, team unearned; Jarvis scored, 
team unearned; McConkey scored, team unearned.  Parrish to p for Nelson.  Whitely walked.  Tuck to c for 
Watts.  Tuck  struck out swinging.  Glatt singled to shortstop; Whitely advanced to  second.  Anderson 
walked; Glatt advanced to second; Whitely advanced to  third.  Leswick flied out to cf.  8 runs, 5 hits, 3 
errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Skaug struck out swinging.  Winkelman walked.  Collins hit by pitch; 
Winkelman advanced to second.  Schakel struck out looking.  McCarthy walked;  Collins advanced to 
second; Winkelman advanced to third.  D.McGillivra to p  for Brewer.  O. Jones popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Vickers walked.  McConkey struck out swinging; Vickers advanced to second 
on  a wild pitch.  Jarvis flied out to lf.  Herman struck out looking.  0 runs,  0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Sherrill doubled to right field.  Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Williams 
singled, out at second rf to c to ss, RBI; Akins scored.  Brownlee flied out  to cf.  Skaug struck out looking. 
1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Whitely struck out swinging.  Tuck walked.  Tuck  stole 
second, advanced to third on an error by c.  Glatt struck out  swinging.  Anderson flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Winkelman hit by pitch.  Collins walked; Winkelman advanced to second. 
Schakel struck out looking.  McCarthy grounded out to 2b; Collins advanced  to second; Winkelman 
advanced to third.  O. Jones struck out, out at first c  to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 7  Leswick hit by pitch.  Leswick stole second.  Vickers struck out, reached  first 
on a wild pitch; Leswick advanced to third.  McConkey struck out.   Jarvis grounded into double play ss to 
2b to 1b; Vickers out on the play.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  MacLean to p for D.McGillivra.  Sherrill reached on an error by 3b.  Akins 
pinch ran for Sherrill.  Williams singled through the left side; Akins  advanced to second.  Brownlee 
grounded out to 2b; Williams advanced to  second; Akins advanced to third.  Skaug struck out swinging. 
Winkelman  singled to shortstop, RBI; Williams advanced to third; Akins scored,  unearned.  Collins 
walked; Winkelman advanced to second.  Schakel singled to  left center, 2 RBI; Collins advanced to third; 
Winkelman scored, unearned;  Williams scored, unearned.  Dwinell pinch ran for Schakel.  McNiven to p 
for  MacLean.  McCarthy struck out swinging.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
GAME 24:  Central Washington 7, British Columbia 6 (Mar. 26, 2000 at Ellensburg)
British Columbia inning 1  Barnard singled through the right side.  Anderson struck out looking.   Leswick 
fouled out to 3b.  Vickers lined out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee singled down the lf line.  Skaug grounded out to ss; Brownlee 
advanced to second.  Winkelman flied out to rf; Brownlee advanced to third.   Brownlee scored on a balk. 
Collins singled to second base.  Collins  advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Schakel singled through the 
left side;  Collins advanced to third.  McCarthy reached on an error by ss; Schakel  advanced to second; 
Collins scored, unearned.  O. Jones walked; McCarthy  advanced to second; Schakel advanced to third. 
Sherrill struck out  swinging.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  Jarvis grounded out to ss.  Herman grounded out to 3b.  Glatt struck out,  out at 
first c to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Williams flied out to cf.  Brownlee grounded out to 2b.  Skaug grounded out 
to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Kroschinsky walked.  Kittleson popped up to p, bunt.  Barnard reached on a 
fielder's choice; Kroschinsky out at second 3b to 2b.  Anderson struck out  looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 
1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Winkelman doubled to right center.  Amos pinch hit for Collins.  Amos 
grounded out to ss; Winkelman advanced to third.  Schakel intentionally  walked.  Akins pinch hit for 
McCarthy.  Randall pinch hit for O. Jones.   Dwinell to dh for Sherrill.  Akins singled through the right 
side, RBI;  Schakel advanced to second; Winkelman scored.  Randall singled to right  field; Akins advanced 
to second; Schakel advanced to third.  Randall  advanced to second; Akins advanced to third; Schakel 
scored on a wild pitch.  Dwinell doubled to left field, 2 RBI; Randall scored; Akins scored.   Williams 
walked.  Tongue to p for Berrecloth.  Brownlee walked; Williams  advanced to second; Dwinell advanced 
to third.  Skaug flied out to cf.   Winkelman grounded out to p.  4 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Amos to rf.  Akins to cf.  Randall to lf.  Leswick singled down the lf line. 
Vickers popped up to ss.  Jarvis walked; Leswick advanced to second.   Herman flied out to rf.  Glatt 
singled to left field, RBI; Jarvis advanced  to second; Leswick scored.  Kroschinsky reached on a fielder's 
choice; Glatt  out at second ss to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Amos hit by pitch.  Schakel walked; Amos advanced to second.  Akins struck 
out swinging.  Randall flied out to lf.  Dwinell struck out swinging.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Kittleson homered to left field, RBI.  Barnard struck out looking.  Anderson 
grounded out to ss.  Leswick homered to left center, RBI.  Vickers grounded  out to ss.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Williams flied out to cf.  Brownlee flied out to lf.  Skaug grounded out to  3b. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  Jarvis struck out looking.  Herman struck out swinging.  Glatt struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Winkelman flied out to rf.  Amos singled to left field.  Amos advanced to 
second on a passed ball.  Schakel out at first p to 2b to 1b; Amos advanced  to third.  Akins popped up to 
2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 7  Kroschinsky flied out to rf.  Kittleson walked.  Barnard singled to right  field; 
Kittleson advanced to second.  Anderson homered to left field, 3 RBI;  Barnard scored; Kittleson scored. 
Leswick flied out to cf.  Vickers reached  on a fielding error by ss.  Johnson to 1b for Vickers.  McConkey 
pinch hit for Jarvis.  McConkey singled to right field; Johnson advanced to third.   Jarvis to lf for 
McConkey.  Herman flied out to cf.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1  error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Vickers to 1b for Johnson.  Watts to cf for Glatt.  McNiven to p for Tongue. 
Randall flied out to rf.  Dwinell flied out to cf.  Williams singled  through the left side.  Williams advanced 
to second on a wild pitch. Brownlee singled to second base, RBI; Williams scored.  1 run, 2 hits, 0  errors, 1 
LOB.
GAME 25:  Central Washington 10, British Columbia 9 (Mar. 26, 2000 at 
Ellensburg)
British Columbia inning 1  Barnard out at first 1b to p.  Anderson grounded out to ss.  Leswick fouled  out 
to c.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee flied out to cf.  Skaug grounded out to ss.  Winkelman grounded 
out  to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  Vickers grounded out to ss.  Glatt flied out to cf.  Kittleson grounded out  to 3b. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Dwinell flied out to rf.  Schakel singled through the right side.  McCarthy 
doubled down the rf line; Schakel advanced to third.  Amos fouled out to 1b.  Sherrill singled to right field, 
2 RBI; McCarthy scored; Schakel scored.   Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Williams singled to center field; 
Akins  advanced to third.  Brownlee flied out to rf.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2  LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Watts grounded out to 3b.  Whitely singled through  the 
left side.  Tuck fouled out to 3b.  Barnard doubled to left center, RBI;  Whitely scored.  Anderson popped 
up to ss.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Skaug singled, advanced to second on an error by ss.  Winkelman walked. 
Dwinell infield fly to ss.  Skaug stole third.  Schakel flied out to lf, SF,  RBI; Winkelman advanced to 
second; Skaug scored.  McCarthy flied out to rf.   1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Leswick flied out to lf.  Vickers singled to right field.  Glatt reached on  a 
fielder's choice; Vickers out at second ss to 2b.  Kittleson flied out to  cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Amos doubled down the lf line.  Sherrill singled to center field, RBI; Amos 
scored.  Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Williams struck out looking.   Collins pinch hit for Brownlee.  Collins 
singled through the right side;  Akins advanced to second.  Collins advanced to second on a wild pitch; 
Akins  advanced to third.  Herman to ss for Anderson.  Skaug flied out to cf, SF, RBI; Collins advanced to 
third; Akins scored.  Winkelman singled to second  base, RBI; Collins scored.  Winkelman out at first p to 
1b, picked off.  3  runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Collins to rf.  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Watts grounded out to 3b.  Whitely 
singled to right center.  Tuck grounded out to 3b; Whitely advanced to  second.  Whitely advanced to third 
on a wild pitch.  Barnard singled to  right field, RBI; Whitely scored.  Herman reached on a fielder's choice; 
Barnard out at second ss unassisted.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Dwinell struck out swinging.  Schakel homered to left field, RBI.  McCarthy 
singled through the right side.  Amos popped up to p.  Sherrill flied out to  rf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  Leswick homered to left field, RBI.  Johnson to 1b for Vickers.  Johnson 
grounded out to p.  Glatt singled to left field.  Kittleson homered to left  field, 2 RBI; Glatt scored.  Watts 
singled to shortstop.  Watts advanced to  second on a passed ball.  Whitely grounded out to p, SAC, bunt; 
Watts  advanced to third.  Tuck popped up to 3b.  3 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Lazaruk to p for Francis.  Williams walked.  Collins singled through the  left 
side; Williams advanced to second.  D.McGillivra to p for Lazaruk.   Skaug out at first 3b to 2b, SAC, bunt; 
Collins advanced to second; Williams  advanced to third.  Winkelman intentionally walked.  Dwinell 
grounded into  double play 3b to c to 1b; Williams out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 7  Barnard flied out to rf.  Herman singled, bunt, advanced to second on an  error 
by 3b.  Leswick walked.  Johnson singled down the rf line, RBI;  Leswick advanced to third; Herman 
scored.  Glatt hit by pitch; Johnson  advanced to second.  Kittleson reached on a fielder's choice, RBI; Glatt 
advanced to second on an error by 3b; Johnson advanced to third; Leswick  scored.  Watts struck out 
swinging.  Whitely singled to shortstop, RBI;  Kittleson advanced to third; Glatt advanced to third, scored 
on an error by  ss, unearned; Johnson scored, unearned.  McConkey pinch hit for Tuck.   McConkey 
reached on a fielder's choice; Whitely out at second ss to 2b.  4  runs, 3 hits, 3 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Tuck to c for McConkey.  Schakel struck out swinging.  McCarthy lined out 
to  ss.  Amos homered to left field, RBI.  MacLean to p for D.McGillivra.   Sherrill singled to third base. 
Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Akins stole  second.  Williams walked.  Collins singled, advanced to second 
on the throw,  advanced to third, grounded out to ss unassisted, RBI; Williams advanced to  third, scored on 
an error by 3b, unearned; Akins scored.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1  error, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 8  Brownlee to c for Collins.  O. Jones to lf for Winkelman.  Schakel to 1b.   Amos 
to rf.  Fox to 3b for Akins.  C. Jones to p for Fortner.  Barnard to  1b.  Jarvis to rf for Leswick.  Johnson to 
cf.  S.McGillivra to lf for  Glatt.  Kroschinsky to c for Watts.  MacLean to p for Tuck.  / for  D.McGillivra. 
Barnard walked.  Herman grounded out to p, SAC, bunt; Barnard  advanced to second.  Jarvis struck out 
swinging.  Johnson struck out  swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Bascorn to p for MacLean.  Skaug struck out swinging.  O. Jones walked. 
Dwinell struck out looking.  Schakel grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 9  Smith to p for C. Jones.  S.McGillivra struck out looking.  Kittleson  singled to 
right field.  Kroschinsky walked; Kittleson advanced to second.   Whitely flied out to rf; Kittleson advanced 
to third.  Berrecloth pinch hit  for Bascorn.  Berrecloth grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2  LOB.
GAME 26:  St. Martin's 10, Central Washington 3 (Apr. 1, 2000 at Ellensburg)
St. Martin's inning 1  Jeffries grounded out to 2b.  Amendala struck out swinging.  Lind singled to  left 
field.  DeMond flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee flied out to rf.  Skaug struck out swinging.  Amos struck out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 2  Kim doubled to left field.  Hoover singled to third base, bunt; Kim advanced  to third. 
Florence flied out to lf, SAC, RBI; Kim scored.  Eisen singled to  left center; Hoover advanced to third. 
Eisen advanced to second on the  throw.  Ernst struck out swinging.  Jeffries hit by pitch.  Amendala 
singled  to shortstop, RBI; Jeffries advanced to second; Eisen advanced to third;  Hoover scored.  Eisen out 
at home 1b to c.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Collins singled to third base.  Collins advanced to second on a passed ball. 
Schakel reached on an error by 3b.  McCarthy grounded out to p, SAC;  Schakel advanced to second; 
Collins advanced to third.  O. Jones grounded  out to 2b, RBI; Schakel advanced to third; Collins scored, 
unearned.   Sherrill reached on an error by rf; Schakel scored, unearned.  Sherrill  advanced to second. 
Williams doubled to right field, RBI; Sherrill scored,  unearned.  Brownlee grounded out to p.  3 runs, 2 
hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 3  Lind singled to center field.  DeMond struck out swinging.  Kim struck out  swinging. 
Hoover struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Skaug struck out swinging.  Amos grounded out to 3b.  Collins doubled to 
right field.  Schakel grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 4  Florence walked.  Mitchell pinch ran for Florence.  Eisen reached on a  fielder's 
choice, SAC; Mitchell advanced to second.  Ernst flied out to rf;  Mitchell advanced to third.  Jeffries 
walked; Eisen advanced to second.   Amendala struck out swinging.  Lind struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 0  errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Florence to c for Mitchell.  Mitchell to cf for Jeffries.  Ernst to lf.   McCarthy 
flied out to lf.  O. Jones out at first 1b to p.  Sherrill lined  out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 5  DeMond walked.  Kim doubled to right center; DeMond advanced to third.   Hoover 
homered to right center, 3 RBI; Kim scored; DeMond scored.  Florence  struck out swinging.  Eisen 
reached on an error by lf.  Eisen advanced to  second.  Ernst grounded out to p.  Mitchell grounded out to 
2b.  3 runs, 2  hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Williams grounded out to ss.  Brownlee flied out to lf.  Skaug grounded out 
to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 6  Amendala doubled to left field.  Amendala advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Lind 
walked.  DeMond reached on a fielder's choice, RBI; Lind out at second  1b to ss; Amendala scored.  Kim 
hit by pitch; DeMond advanced to second. Hoover struck out swinging.  Florence struck out swinging.  1 
run, 1 hit, 0  errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Amos singled to right center.  Collins walked; Amos advanced to second. 
Schakel walked; Collins advanced to second; Amos advanced to third.  DeMond  to lf.  Ernst to p.  / for 
Hoffert.  McCarthy reached on a fielder's choice;  Schakel advanced to second; Collins advanced to third; 
Amos out at home 3b  to c.  McClellan pinch hit for O. Jones.  McClellan struck out swinging.   Sherrill 
struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 7  O. Jones to lf for McClellan.  C. Jones to p for Clark.  Eisen struck out swinging. 
Ernst singled.  Mitchell struck out swinging.  Amendala reached  on an error by cf; Ernst scored, unearned. 
Amendala advanced to third.   Lind reached on an error by 3b; Amendala scored, unearned.  DeMond 
doubled  to right field, RBI; Lind scored, unearned.  Kim singled to right field, RBI; DeMond scored, 
unearned.  Kim advanced to second on an error by rf.   Hoover struck out looking.  4 runs, 3 hits, 3 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Williams struck out swinging.  Brownlee flied out to lf.  Akins pinch hit  for 
Skaug.  Akins flied out to lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 27:  St. Martin's 17, Central Washington 14 (Apr. 1, 2000 at Ellensburg)
St. Martin's inning 1  Kim singled through the right side.  Amendala reached on a fielder's choice;  Kim out 
at second ss to 2b.  Lind popped up to ss.  DeMond struck out  swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee lined out to ss.  Skaug grounded out to p.  Amos flied out to cf.   0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 2  DeLaurier singled to center field.  Hoover grounded into double play 2b to  ss to 1b; 
DeLaurier out on the play.  Eisen reached on a muffed throw by p,  assist by 2b.  Eisen advanced to second 
on an error by p.  Ernst struck out,  out at first c to 1b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 2 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Collins singled to shortstop.  Schakel homered to right center, 2 RBI;  Collins 
scored.  McCarthy hit by pitch.  Randall doubled to left field;  McCarthy advanced to third.  Sherrill singled 
to right field, RBI; Randall  advanced to third; McCarthy scored.  Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Akins 
advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Williams walked; Akins advanced to third; Randall scored on a passed 
ball, unearned.  Brownlee popped up to 2b.  Williams advanced to second; Akins scored on a balk.  Skaug 
walked.   Williams out at second p to ss, picked off.  Amos flied out to cf.  5 runs,  4 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 3  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Eisele flied out to rf.  Kim popped up to ss.   Amendala 
doubled to left field.  Lind doubled to left center, RBI; Amendala  scored.  DeMond doubled to right center, 
RBI; Lind scored.  DeLaurier  homered to right field, 2 RBI; DeMond scored.  Hoover struck out, out at 
first c to 1b.  4 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.    Central Washington inning 3  Collins grounded out to 2b. 
Schakel walked.  Schakel out at second p to 1b  to ss, caught stealing.  McCarthy singled through the right 
side.  McCarthy  advanced to second on a fielding error by 1b.  Randall flied out to cf.  0  runs, 1 hit, 1 
error, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 4  Eisen singled down the rf line.  Gibson to p for Fortner.  Ernst grounded  out to p, 
SAC; Eisen advanced to second.  Eisele singled to center field, RBI; Eisen scored.  Mitchell pinch ran for 
Eisele.  Mitchell stole second.   Kim singled to center field, RBI; Mitchell scored.  Amendala doubled down 
the lf line; Kim advanced to third.  Parrish to p for Gibson.  Lind singled  to left center, 2 RBI; Amendala 
scored; Kim scored.  DeMond reached on a  fielder's choice; Lind out at second 3b to 2b.  DeMond 
advanced to second on  a wild pitch.  DeLaurier walked; DeMond advanced to third on a wild pitch. 
DeLaurier advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Hoover hit by pitch.  Eisen  reached on an error by 3b, 
advanced to second; Hoover advanced to third; DeLaurier scored, unearned; DeMond scored, unearned. 
Ernst grounded out to  ss.  6 runs, 5 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Eisele to c for Mitchell.  Sherrill singled down the rf line.  Akins pinch  ran 
for Sherrill.  Williams reached on a fielder's choice; Akins out at  second p to 2b to ss.  Brownlee popped up 
to ss.  Skaug walked; Williams  advanced to second.  Amos hit by pitch; Skaug advanced to second; 
Williams  advanced to third.  Collins popped up to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3  LOB.
St. Martin's inning 5  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Eisele struck out swinging.  Kim walked.  Amendala  struck 
out swinging.  Kim stole second.  Lind intentionally walked.  DeMond  reached on a fielding error by ss; 
Lind advanced to second; Kim scored,  unearned.  DeLaurier walked; DeMond advanced to second; Lind 
advanced to  third.  Hoover hit by pitch, RBI; DeLaurier advanced to second; DeMond  advanced to third; 
Lind scored, unearned.  C. Jones to p for Parrish.  Akins to lf for Amos.  Eisen struck out swinging.  2 runs, 
0 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Schakel walked.  McCarthy reached on a fielder's choice; Schakel out at 
second p to ss.  Randall flied out to cf.  Sherrill singled through the left  side; McCarthy advanced to 
second.  Dwinell pinch ran for Sherrill.   Williams doubled to right center, 2 RBI; Dwinell scored; 
McCarthy scored.   Brownlee walked.  Brownlee advanced to second; Williams advanced to third on  a 
wild pitch.  Skaug struck out looking.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 6  Sherrill to c for Dwinell.  Ernst singled to center field.  Eisele struck  out swinging; 
Ernst advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Kim singled to  center field, RBI; Ernst scored.  Amendala 
homered to right field, 2 RBI;  Kim scored.  Lind reached on an error by 3b, advanced to third.  DeMond 
grounded out to ss, RBI; Lind scored, unearned.  DeLaurier grounded out to  2b.  4 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 0 
LOB.  Central Washington inning 6  Akins flied out to lf.  Collins grounded out to 3b.  Schakel singled to 
center field.  McCarthy singled to center field; Schakel advanced to second.  Randall walked; McCarthy 
advanced to second; Schakel advanced to third.   Sherrill walked, RBI; Randall advanced to second; 
McCarthy advanced to  third; Schakel scored.  Johnson to p for Donnelly.  Smith pinch ran for  Sherrill. 
Williams hit by pitch, RBI; Smith advanced to second; Randall  advanced to third; McCarthy scored. 
Brownlee struck out swinging.  2 runs,  2 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 7  Sherrill to c for Smith.  Hoover walked.  Hoover stole second.  Eisen struck  out 
swinging.  Ernst grounded out to 3b; Hoover advanced to third.   Blumhagen to c for Eisele.  Hoover scored 
on a wild pitch.  Blumhagen flied  out to cf.  1 run, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Dwinell pinch hit for Skaug.  Dwinell reached on a fielding error by 3b.  O. 
Jones to lf for Akins.  O. Jones singled to right field; Dwinell advanced to  third.  O. Jones advanced to 
second on a passed ball.  Collins singled to right field, 2 RBI; O. Jones scored; Dwinell scored, unearned. 
Eisen to p.   / for Johnson.  Schakel popped up to 2b.  McCarthy singled through the right  side; Collins 
advanced to second.  Randall hit by pitch; McCarthy advanced  to second; Collins advanced to third. 
Sherrill flied out to rf, SF, RBI;  Randall advanced to second on an error by rf; McCarthy advanced to third; 
Collins scored, unearned.  Williams struck out looking.  3 runs, 3 hits, 2  errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 8  Dwinell to 2b.  Kim walked.  Amendala flied out to rf.  Kim advanced to  second on a 
wild pitch.  Lind struck out looking.  DeMond flied out to rf.   0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.  Central 
Washington inning 8  Eisen to p.  Brownlee grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Dwinell fouled out to  c.  O. 
Jones struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 9  DeLaurier struck out swinging.  Hoover walked.  Eisen singled to left field;  Hoover 
advanced to second.  Ernst flied out to rf; Hoover advanced to third.   Blumhagen flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.   Central Washington inning 9  Collins grounded out to p unassisted.  Schakel doubled 
to left field.   McCarthy doubled to left field, RBI; Schakel scored.  Randall reached on    fielding error by 
3b, advanced to second; McCarthy scored, unearned.   Mitchell to cf for Eisen.  Ernst to p.  Sherrill struck 
out, reached first  on a wild pitch.  Smith pinch ran for Sherrill.  Williams struck out  looking.  Brownlee 
flied out to cf.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
GAME 28:  St. Martin's 1, Central Washington 0 (Apr. 2, 2000 at Ellensburg)
St. Martin's inning 1  Kim flied out to cf.  Jeffries grounded out to ss.  Amendala struck out  swinging.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee popped up to lf.  Skaug walked.  McClellan struck out swinging; 
Skaug stole second.  Skaug advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Schakel  walked.  McCarthy reached on a 
fielder's choice; Schakel out at second 3b to  2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 2  Lind flied out to lf.  DeMond grounded out to ss.  DeLaurier singled to  center field. 
Florence struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  O. Jones fouled out to 3b.  Sherrill grounded out to p.  Fox flied out to  cf.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 3  Hoover flied out to cf.  Ernst struck out swinging.  Kim singled through the  right 
side.  Jeffries walked; Kim advanced to second.  Amendala singled  through the left side, RBI; Jeffries 
advanced to second; Kim scored.  Lind  walked; Amendala advanced to second; Jeffries advanced to third. 
DeMond flied out to lf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Williams singled to left field.  Brownlee grounded out to 3b, SAC; Williams 
advanced to second.  Skaug walked.  McClellan reached on a fielder's choice;  Skaug out at second 2b to ss; 
Williams advanced to third.  Schakel struck  out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 4  DeLaurier walked.  Florence grounded out to p, SAC; DeLaurier advanced to  second. 
Hoover struck out swinging.  Ernst flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  McCarthy doubled to right center.  O. Jones grounded out to 2b; McCarthy 
advanced to third.  Sherrill struck out swinging.  Fox struck out, out at  first c to 1b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 5  Kim singled to second base.  Jeffries reached on a fielding error by ss; Kim  advanced 
to second.  Amendala grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b;  Jeffries out on the play; Kim advanced to 
third.  Lind flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Williams walked.  Brownlee grounded out to p unassisted, SAC; Williams 
advanced to second.  Skaug struck out swinging; Williams stole third.   Collins pinch hit for McClellan. 
Collins walked.  Schakel flied out to cf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 6  Collins to rf.  McCarthy to cf.  DeMond flied out to lf.  DeLaurier singled  to right 
field.  Florence grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b   DeLaurier out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  McCarthy struck out swinging.  O. Jones flied out to lf.  Sherrill walked. 
Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Dwinell pinch hit for Fox.  Akins out at  second c to ss, caught stealing.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 7  Akins to dh.  Dwinell to 3b.  Hoover struck out swinging.  Ernst doubled to  left field. 
Kim grounded out to 2b; Ernst advanced to third.  Jeffries  flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Dwinell singled down the lf line.  Dwinell advanced to second on a wild 
pitch.  Williams out at first p to 2b, SAC; Dwinell advanced to third.   Brownlee struck out swinging. 
Skaug struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
GAME 29: St. Martin's 9, Central Washington 2 (Apr. 2, 2000 at Ellensburg)  
St. Martin's inning 1  Kim walked.  Kim advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Jeffries walked.  Kim 
advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Amendala reached on a fielder's choice,  RBI; Jeffries out at second ss to 
2b; Kim scored.  Lind struck out looking.   Hoover struck out looking.  1 run, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee singled to right field.  Skaug flied out to rf.  McClellan popped  up 
to 1b.  Collins walked; Brownlee advanced to second.  Schakel struck out  looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 
LOB.
St. Martin's inning 2  DeLaurier singled to center field.  DeLaurier advanced to second on a wild  pitch. 
Ernst struck out swinging.  Eisen grounded out to 2b; DeLaurier  advanced to third.  Blumhagen grounded 
out to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors,  1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McCarthy walked.  Dwinell flied out to lf.  Sherrill walked; McCarthy 
advanced to second.  Sherrill stole second; McCarthy stole third.  Williams  singled down the rf line, 2 RBI; 
Sherrill scored; McCarthy scored.  Brownlee flied out to rf.  Skaug flied out to cf.  2 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
St. Martin's inning 3  Kim singled to left field.  Jeffries reached on a fielder's choice; Kim out  at second ss 
to 2b.  Mitchell pinch ran for Jeffries.  Amendala reached on a  fielder's choice; Mitchell out at second 3b to 
2b.  Lind grounded out to 2b.   0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Mitchell to cf.  Hoover to lf.  Ernst to rf.  McClellan singled to pitcher. 
Collins walked; McClellan advanced to second.  Schakel out at first 1b to  2b, SAC; Collins advanced to 
second; McClellan advanced to third.  McCarthy  struck out swinging.  Dwinell popped up to ss.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 2  LOB.
St. Martin's inning 4  Hoover doubled to right field.  Hoover advanced to third on a wild pitch.   DeLaurier 
singled to right field, RBI; Hoover scored.  DeLaurier advanced to  second on a wild pitch.  Ernst reached 
on an error by p, SAC; DeLaurier  advanced to third.  Ernst stole second.  Eisen singled to center field, 2 
RBI; Ernst scored, unearned; DeLaurier scored.  Blumhagen grounded out to p,  SAC.  Kim struck out 
swinging.  Mitchell grounded out to ss.  3 runs, 3  hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Sherrill lined out to 3b.  Williams flied out to cf.  Brownlee lined out to  3b. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 5  Amendala struck out looking, out at first c to 1b.  Lind doubled to left  center.  Hoover 
singled to pitcher; Lind advanced to third.  DeLaurier  grounded out to p; Hoover advanced to second. 
Ernst singled to third base,  RBI; Hoover advanced to third; Lind scored.  Ernst advanced to second; 
Hoover out at third p to 3b, caught stealing.  1 run, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Skaug flied out to cf.  McClellan grounded out to 3b.  Collins hit by pitch. 
Schakel singled through the left side; Collins advanced to second.   McCarthy struck out swinging.  0 runs, 
1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 6  Eisen grounded out to 2b.  Blumhagen grounded out to 2b.  Kim singled to  catcher. 
Mitchell struck out swinging, out at first c to 1b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Dwinell singled to right center.  Sherrill flied out to rf.  Williams  singled, 
bunt; Dwinell advanced to second, out at second 3b to 2b.  Brownlee  reached on a fielder's choice; 
Williams out at second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 2  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 7  Amendala walked.  Lind flied out to lf.  Amendala stole second.  Amendala  advanced 
to third on a passed ball.  Hoover flied out to rf, SF, RBI;  Amendala scored, unearned.  DeLaurier walked. 
Ernst flied out to rf.  1  run, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Akins pinch hit for Skaug.  Akins flied out to cf.  McClellan flied out to  cf. 
Collins walked.  Schakel reached on a fielder's choice; Collins out at  second 3b to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 8  Akins to 2b.  Nelson to p for Klump.  Eisen flied out to cf.  Blumhagen  singled 
through the left side.  Kim reached on a fielder's choice, advanced  to second on an error by ss; Blumhagen 
out at second p to ss.  DeMond pinch  hit for Mitchell.  DeMond reached on an error by 3b, advanced to 
second; Kim  scored, unearned.  DeMond out at third c to 3b, caught stealing.  1 run, 1  hit, 2 errors, 0 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Mitchell to cf for DeMond.  Randall pinch hit for McCarthy.  Randall singled 
through the left side.  Dwinell walked; Randall advanced to second.   Sherrill struck out swinging. 
Williams fouled out to 1b.  Brownlee hit by  pitch; Dwinell advanced to second; Randall advanced to third. 
Akins flied  out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 9  McCarthy to lf for Randall.  Amendala hit by pitch.  Lind homered to left  field, 2 
RBI; Amendala scored.  Hoover hit by pitch.  Smith to p for Nelson.  Hoover stole second.  DeLaurier 
walked.  Ernst grounded into double play 3b  to 1b; DeLaurier advanced to second; Hoover out on the play. 
DeGuise pinch  hit for Eisen.  DeLaurier advanced to third on a wild pitch.  DeGuise struck  out looking.  2 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Mounts to p for Lind.  DeLaurier to 1b.  DeGuise to 2b.  / for Caldwell. 
McClellan lined out to ss.  Collins reached on a fielding error by ss.  Fox  pinch ran for Collins.  Schakel 
walked; Fox advanced to second.  McCarthy  singled to left field; Schakel advanced to second; Fox 
advanced to third.   Dwinell popped up to cf.  Sherrill struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1  error, 3 LOB.
GAME 30:  Pacific Lutheran 6, Central Washington 4 (Apr. 9, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Pacific Lutheran inning 1  Harvie grounded out to ss.  Whitten walked.  Chennault singled to left  field; 
Whitten advanced to second.  Both singled to center field, RBI;  Chennault advanced to third; Whitten 
scored.  Colon struck out looking.   Williams singled to left center, RBI; Both advanced to third; Chennault 
scored.  Williams out at first p to 1b, caught stealing; Both advanced to  home on a fielder's choice.  3 runs, 
3 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee tripled to left center.  Skaug struck out swinging, out at first c  to 
1b.  Collins flied out to rf.  Schakel struck out looking.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 2  Reiman grounded out to 3b, bunt.  White walked.  Luebke reached on a  fielder's 
choice; White advanced to second on a muffed throw by ss, assist  by p.  Harvie hit by pitch; Luebke 
advanced to second; White advanced to  third.  Whitten singled to right field, RBI; Harvie advanced to 
second;  Luebke advanced to third; White scored, unearned.  Chennault grounded into  double play 2b to ss 
to 1b; Whitten out on the play.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error,  2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McClellan out at first 1b to p.  McCarthy flied out to rf.  Sherrill struck  out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 3  Both fouled out to 3b.  Colon flied out to cf.  Williams popped up to ss.  0  runs, 
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Dwinell singled to right field.  Williams singled to right field; Dwinell 
advanced to second.  Brownlee doubled to right center, 2 RBI; Williams  scored; Dwinell scored.  Skaug 
reached on a fielder's choice, SAC; Brownlee advanced to third.  Collins grounded out to 2b, RBI; Skaug 
advanced to  second; Brownlee scored.  Schakel struck out swinging.  Skaug out at second  p to ss, picked 
off.  3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 4  Reiman struck out swinging.  White walked.  Luebke grounded out to p, SAC; 
White advanced to second.  Harvie struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  McClellan grounded out to 3b.  McCarthy grounded out to 3b.  Sherrill struck 
out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 5  Akins to 2b for Skaug.  Whitten struck out looking.  Chennault grounded out  to 
p.  Both grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Dwinell doubled to left field.  Williams flied out to rf; Dwinell advanced  to 
third.  Brownlee flied out to cf, SF, RBI; Dwinell scored.  Akins singled  to center field.  Akins advanced to 
second on a wild pitch.  O. Jones pinch  hit for Collins.  O. Jones walked.  O. Jones advanced to second; 
Akins  advanced to third on a passed ball.  Schakel struck out looking.  1 run, 2  hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 6  O. Jones to lf.  McCarthy to rf.  Colon singled to right center, advanced to 
second on a fielding error by rf.  Williams grounded out to 2b; Colon  advanced to third.  Reiman walked. 
White singled to shortstop, bunt, RBI; Reiman advanced to second; Colon scored, unearned.  Bowers pinch 
hit for  Luebke.  Bowers walked; White advanced to second; Reiman advanced to third.   Harvie flied out to 
rf.  Whitten singled to shortstop, RBI; Bowers advanced  to second; White advanced to third; Reiman 
scored.  Chennault struck out  looking.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Luebke to c for Bowers.  McClellan grounded out to 2b.  McCarthy struck 
out  swinging.  Randall to dh for Sherrill.  Randall popped up to ss.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 7  Both doubled to right field.  Colon grounded out to c, SAC; Both advanced to 
third.  Williams grounded out to ss.  Reiman struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Dwinell walked.  Williams reached on a fielder's choice; Dwinell out at 
second 3b to 2b.  Brownlee grounded into double play ss to 1b; Williams out  on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 31:  Central Washington 13, Pacific Lutheran 5 (Apr. 9, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Pacific Lutheran inning 1  Harvie grounded out to ss.  Whitten hit by pitch.  Chennault singled to  center 
field; Whitten advanced to second.  Both hit by pitch; Chennault  advanced to second; Whitten advanced to 
third.  Colon doubled to left  center, 3 RBI; Both scored; Chennault scored; Whitten scored.  Williams 
popped up to 2b.  Lydell struck out looking.  3 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee walked.  Brownlee stole second.  Williams doubled to right center, 
RBI; Brownlee scored.  Collins grounded out to 3b, SAC, bunt; Williams  advanced to third.  Schakel 
walked; Williams scored on a wild pitch.   McClellan reached on a fielder's choice; Schakel out at second 
3b to 2b.   McClellan advanced to second on a passed ball.  Dwinell walked.  McCarthy  struck out looking. 
2 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 2  Reiman flied out to cf.  Luebke grounded out to ss.  Harvie singled to left  field. 
Harvie stole second.  Whitten grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Sherrill walked.  Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Skaug grounded into double 
play 2b to ss to 1b; Akins out on the play.  Brownlee flied out to cf.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 3  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Chennault singled to right center.  Chennault  stole 
second.  Both walked.  Colon reached on a fielder's choice; Both out  at second ss to 2b; Chennault 
advanced to third.  Colon stole second.   Williams grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Lydell struck out 
swinging.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Williams singled to center field.  Williams advanced to second on an error  by 
p.  Collins fouled out to c.  Schakel reached on a fielder's choice;  Williams out at third p to 2b to 3b. 
McClellan homered to right center, 2  RBI; Schakel scored.  Dwinell singled down the lf line, bunt. 
McCarthy  walked; Dwinell advanced to second.  Sherrill struck out swinging.  2 runs,  3 hits, 1 error, 2 
LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 4  Reiman grounded out to ss.  Luebke struck out swinging.  Harvie grounded out 
to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Skaug walked.  Brownlee doubled down the rf line; Skaug advanced to third. 
White to p for Kuehn.  Williams hit by pitch.  Collins popped up to 2b.   Schakel struck out swinging. 
McClellan walked, RBI; Williams advanced to  second; Brownlee advanced to third; Skaug scored. 
Dwinell flied out to rf.   1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 5  Whitten singled through the left side.  Chennault flied out to cf.  Both  singled to 
right field; Whitten advanced to second.  Colon struck out  looking.  Williams singled through the right 
side, RBI; Both advanced to  third; Whitten scored.  Lydell doubled down the lf line, RBI; Williams 
advanced to third; Both scored.  Reiman grounded out to ss.  2 runs, 4 hits,  0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  McCarthy singled to center field.  Sherrill walked; McCarthy advanced to 
second.  Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Skaug singled down the lf line,  bunt; Akins advanced to second; 
McCarthy advanced to third.  Brownlee  reached on a fielder's choice; Skaug advanced to second; Akins 
advanced to  third; McCarthy out at home 2b to c.  Williams singled to center field, 2  RBI; Brownlee 
advanced to second; Skaug scored; Akins scored.  Collins  doubled to right center, 2 RBI; Williams scored; 
Brownlee scored.  Schakel  doubled to left center, RBI; Collins scored.  McClellan struck out looking. 
Dwinell popped up to ss.  5 runs, 5 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 6  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Simon pinch hit for Luebke.  Simon grounded out to  3b. 
Harvie grounded out to ss.  Whitten walked.  Chennault grounded out to  2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Luebke to c for Simon.  Okumoto to p for White.  Akins to lf for McCarthy. 
Akins grounded out to ss.  Sherrill singled to left field.  Fox pinch ran  for Sherrill.  Skaug doubled to right 
field; Fox advanced to third.  Skaug  advanced to third; Fox scored on a wild pitch.  Brownlee singled 
through the  left side, RBI; Skaug scored.  Williams doubled to right center, RBI;  Brownlee scored. 
Collins grounded out to 2b; Williams advanced to third.   Schakel walked.  McClellan walked; Schakel 
advanced to second.  Dwinell  flied out to cf.  3 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Pacific Lutheran inning 7  Sherrill to c for Fox.  Smith to p for Koskela.  Both flied out to cf.   Colon 
grounded out to ss.  Haberly pinch hit for Williams.  Haberly walked.   Lydell singled to third base; Haberly 
advanced to second.  Reiman grounded  out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
GAME 32:  Albertson 18, Central Washington 5 (Apr. 11, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Albertson inning 1  Jeske grounded out to 2b.  Mitchell walked.  Gosz lined into double play 3b  to 1b; 
Mitchell out on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee struck out swinging.  Williams singled to center field.  Winkelman 
grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b; Williams out on the play.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 2  Freeman walked.  Macomb grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Freeman  out on 
the play.  Hartley homered to right center, RBI.  Skeen flied out to  rf.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Collins reached on an error by 3b.  Schakel singled to right center; Collins 
advanced to third.  McClellan singled to left field, RBI; Schakel advanced  to second; Collins scored, 
unearned.  Dwinell reached on a fielder's choice;  McClellan advanced to second; Schakel out at third c to 
3b.  Sherrill  doubled to left field, RBI; Dwinell advanced to third; McClellan scored.  Skaug flied out to cf, 
SAC, RBI; Sherrill advanced to third; Dwinell scored,  unearned.  Brownlee flied out to 1b.  3 runs, 3 hits, 
1 error, 1 LOB.
Albertson inning 3  Eberlin singled to right center.  Uranga pinch ran for Eberlin.  Cloud  singled to right 
center; Uranga advanced to second.  Jeske grounded into  double play 2b to ss to 1b; Cloud out on the play; 
Uranga advanced to third.  Mitchell doubled to left center, RBI; Uranga scored.  Gosz flied out to lf.   1 run, 
3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Eberlin to c for Woodard.  Williams flied out to rf.  Winkelman grounded out 
to 3b.  Collins struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 4  Freeman doubled to right center.  Macomb walked.  Hartley singled to  pitcher, bunt; 
Macomb advanced to second; Freeman advanced to third.  Skeen  reached on an error by ss, RBI; Hartley 
advanced to second; Macomb advanced  to third; Freeman scored.  Eberlin hit by pitch, RBI; Skeen 
advanced to  second; Hartley advanced to third; Macomb scored.  Cloud flied into triple  play cf to ss to 2b 
to c, SF, RBI; Eberlin out on the play; Skeen advanced  to third, out on the play; Hartley scored, unearned. 
3 runs, 2 hits, 1  error, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Schakel struck out swinging.  McClellan reached on an error by 3b.  Dwinell 
flied out to cf.  Sherrill reached on an error by rf; McClellan scored,  unearned.  Sherrill advanced to third. 
Skaug walked.  Brownlee walked;  Skaug advanced to second.  Akins pinch ran for Brownlee.  Williams 
walked,  RBI; Akins advanced to second; Skaug advanced to third; Sherrill scored,  unearned.  Winkelman 
reached on a fielder's choice; Williams out at second  ss to 2b.  2 runs, 0 hits, 2 errors, 3 LOB.
Albertson inning 5  Brownlee to c for Akins.  Jeske reached on an error by ss.  Mitchell walked;  Jeske 
advanced to second.  Parrish to p for C. Jones.  Gosz reached on a  fielder's choice; Mitchell advanced to 
second; Jeske out at third p to 3b.  Gosz advanced to second; Mitchell advanced to third on a wild pitch. 
Freeman walked.  Macomb walked, RBI; Freeman advanced to second; Gosz  advanced to third; Mitchell 
scored, unearned.  Hartley walked, RBI; Macomb  advanced to second; Freeman advanced to third; Gosz 
scored.  Nelson to p for  Parrish.  Skeen singled to center field, 2 RBI; Hartley advanced to second; 
Macomb scored; Freeman scored.  Eberlin reached on a fielder's choice; Skeen  out at second 2b to ss; 
Hartley advanced to third.  Uranga pinch ran for  Eberlin.  Uranga out at second p to 1b to ss, caught 
stealing.  4 runs, 1  hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Van Kampen to p for Kuiper.  Eberlin to c for Uranga.  Collins singled to 
right field.  Schakel reached on an error by 3b; Collins advanced to third.   McClellan struck out swinging. 
Dwinell struck out looking.  Sherrill struck  out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Albertson inning 6  Cloud singled to left field.  Uranga pinch ran for Cloud.  Jeske flied out  to rf; Uranga 
advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Mitchell walked.  Gosz  singled to left field, RBI; Mitchell advanced 
to second; Uranga scored.   Freeman struck out swinging.  Macomb grounded out to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Woodard to lf for Jeske.  Hartley to rf.  Uranga to 3b.  Skaug struck out 
swinging.  Brownlee singled to right center.  Brownlee advanced to second on  a wild pitch.  Williams 
struck out looking.  Winkelman struck out looking.   0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Albertson inning 7  Hartley singled to left field.  Skeen reached on an error by 3b; Hartley  scored, 
unearned.  Skeen advanced to third.  Eberlin grounded out to 3b.   Uranga reached on an error by 3b. 
Woodard singled to left field, RBI; Uranga advanced to second; Skeen scored, unearned.  Mitchell singled 
to left  field, RBI; Woodard advanced to second; Uranga scored, unearned.  Gosz flied  out to lf.  Freeman 
singled to shortstop; Mitchell advanced to second;  Woodard advanced to third.  Macomb singled to 
shortstop, RBI; Freeman  advanced to second; Mitchell advanced to third; Woodard scored, unearned. 
Hartley reached on an error by 1b; Macomb advanced to third; Freeman scored,  unearned; Mitchell scored, 
unearned.  Hartley advanced to second.  Skeen  singled to left field, 2 RBI; Hartley scored, unearned; 
Macomb scored,  unearned.  Hardin to p for Nelson.  Eberlin struck out looking.  8 runs, 6  hits, 3 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Wonderlich to p for Van Kampen.  Collins fouled out to 1b.  Schakel struck 
out swinging.  McClellan reached on an error by 3b.  Dwinell flied out to  rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
GAME 33:  Albertson 2, Central Washington 0 (Apr. 11, 2000 at Ellensburg)
Albertson inning 1  Jeske grounded out to p.  Mitchell grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Gosz  struck out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee flied out to cf.  Williams grounded out to ss.  Winkelman flied out 
to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 2  Freeman flied out to 2b.  Hartley walked.  Hartley stole second.  Uranga  singled to left 
center, RBI; Hartley scored.  Uranga advanced to second.   Uranga out at third c to 3b, caught stealing. 
Steele grounded out to 2b.  1  run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Collins struck out swinging.  Schakel grounded out to 3b.  McClellan singled 
to left center.  Dwinell flied out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Albertson inning 3  Nannini flied out to cf.  Thomson fouled out to c.  Jeske singled to right  center. 
Mitchell singled to right center; Jeske advanced to third.   Mitchell out at second c to 2b, caught stealing.  0 
runs, 2 hits, 0 errors,  1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Sherrill struck out looking.  Skaug grounded out to ss.  Brownlee flied out  to 
rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 4  Gosz singled to left field.  Freeman singled to left field; Gosz advanced to  second. 
Hartley reached on a fielder's choice; Freeman advanced to second;  Gosz out at third c to 3b.  Uranga 
grounded into double play 2b to ss to 1b;  Hartley out on the play.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Williams flied out to rf.  Winkelman flied out to cf.  Collins grounded out  to 
ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Albertson inning 5  Steele grounded out to 2b.  Nannini grounded out to 2b.  Thomson struck out,  out at 
first c to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Schakel singled to left field.  McClellan reached on a fielder's choice; 
Schakel out at second 3b to ss.  Dwinell flied out to rf.  Sherrill struck  out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
1 LOB.
Albertson inning 6  Jeske singled to left field.  Jeske out at second c to 2b, caught stealing.   Mitchell struck 
out, out at first c to 1b.  Gosz flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Skaug flied out to lf.  Brownlee singled to right field.  Williams flied out  to 
cf.  Akins pinch ran for Brownlee.  Akins out at second c to 2b, caught  stealing.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 
LOB.
Albertson inning 7  Brownlee to c for Akins.  Freeman doubled to right field.  Cloud pinch ran  for 
Freeman.  Hartley struck out swinging.  Uranga grounded out to 2b; Cloud  advanced to third.  Macomb 
pinch hit for Steele.  Macomb walked; Cloud  scored on a wild pitch.  Woodard pinch hit for Nannini. 
Woodard flied out  to rf.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Freeman to 1b for Cloud.  Macomb to lf.  Nannini to c for Woodard.  Jensen 
to p for Skeen.  Winkelman singled to shortstop.  Randall pinch hit for  Collins.  Randall grounded into 
double play 3b to 2b to 1b; Winkelman out on  the play.  Schakel struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 34:  Central Washington 7, Lewis-Clark State 4 (Apr. 14, 2000 at 
Ellensburg)
Lewis-Clark State inning 1  Ellison singled to right field.  Koshelnik reached on a fielder's choice;  Ellison 
out at second p to ss.  Koshelnik out at second c to 2b, caught  stealing.  Strankman walked.  Brown flied 
out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee flied out to cf.  Williams struck out swinging.  Collins struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 2  Woods popped up to ss.  Hellman walked.  Kimura struck out swinging.  Kline 
struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Winkelman struck out, reached first on an error by c.  Schakel homered to 
left field, 2 RBI; Winkelman scored, unearned.  McClellan hit by pitch.   Dwinell grounded out to 3b, SAC; 
McClellan advanced to second.  Sherrill  singled to left center; McClellan advanced to third.  Skaug flied 
out to rf.  Brownlee singled to left field, RBI; Sherrill advanced to second; McClellan  scored, unearned. 
Williams grounded out to p.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 2  LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 3  G. Pierce singled to center field.  Vodegel pinch ran for G. Pierce.   Ellison 
struck out looking.  Koshelnik struck out looking.  Vodegel stole  second.  Strankman walked.  Brown 
walked; Strankman advanced to second;  Vodegel advanced to third.  Woods homered to left field, 4 RBI; 
Brown  scored; Strankman scored; Vodegel scored.  Hellman flied out to rf.  4 runs,  2 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  G. Pierce to c for Vodegel.  Collins singled to left field.  Winkelman lined 
into double play ss to 1b; Collins out on the play.  Schakel walked.   McClellan walked; Schakel advanced 
to second.  Dwinell walked; McClellan  advanced to second; Schakel advanced to third.  Sherrill hit by 
pitch, RBI;  Dwinell advanced to second; McClellan advanced to third; Schakel scored.   Skaug singled to 
left field, 2 RBI; Sherrill advanced to second; Dwinell  scored; McClellan scored.  Hutchison to p for 
Natale.  Skaug advanced to  second; Sherrill advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Brownlee grounded out  to 
ss.  3 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 4  Kimura struck out swinging.  Kline walked.  G. Pierce grounded into double 
play 2b to ss to 1b; Kline out on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Williams singled to left field.  Collins grounded out to 3b, SAC; Williams 
advanced to second.  Winkelman struck out looking.  Schakel grounded out to  3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 5  Ellison struck out looking.  Koshelnik flied out to cf.  Strankman walked. 
Brown hit by pitch; Strankman advanced to second.  Woods reached on an error  by 2b; Brown advanced to 
second; Strankman advanced to third.  Hellman flied  out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  McClellan singled to left center.  Dwinell singled to right field; McClellan 
advanced to second.  Sherrill singled to right field; Dwinell advanced to  second; McClellan advanced to 
third.  Skaug struck out looking.  Brownlee  struck out swinging.  Williams walked, RBI; Sherrill advanced 
to second;  Dwinell advanced to third; McClellan scored.  Collins grounded out to 2b.  1  run, 3 hits, 0 
errors, 3 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 6  Kimura struck out swinging.  Kline struck out swinging.  G. Pierce struck  out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Winkelman grounded out to ss.  Schakel grounded out to 3b.  McClellan 
walked.  Dwinell walked; McClellan advanced to second.  Sherrill struck out  looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 7  Ellison flied out to cf.  Koshelnik flied out to lf.  Strankman hit by  pitch. 
Brown singled to left field; Strankman advanced to second.  Woods  flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Skaug out at first 1b to p.  Brownlee struck out swinging.  Williams singled 
to right field.  Collins struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 8  Hellman grounded out to 2b.  O'Leary pinch hit for Kimura.  O'Leary struck 
out looking.  Vodegel pinch hit for Kline.  Vodegel grounded out to ss.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Kimura to ss for O'Leary.  Kline to 3b for Vodegel.  Winkelman reached on 
an  error by 1b, assist by 3b.  Schakel reached on a fielder's choice; Winkelman  out at second p to ss. 
McClellan singled to center field; Schakel advanced  to second.  Dwinell singled to left field; McClellan 
advanced to second;  Schakel advanced to third, out at home lf to c.  Sherrill struck out  swinging.  0 runs, 2 
hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 9  Johnston pinch hit for G. Pierce.  Johnston struck out looking.  Ellison  struck 
out looking.  Koshelnik flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
GAME 35:  Lewis-Clark State 6, Central Washington 0 (Apr. 15, 2000 at 
Ellensburg)
Lewis-Clark State inning 1  Koshelnik struck out swinging.  Strankman walked.  Strankman stole second. 
Woods hit by pitch.  Brown flied out to cf.  Johnston flied out to cf.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee struck out looking.  Williams grounded out to 1b unassisted. 
Collins hit by pitch.  Winkelman reached on a fielder's choice; Collins  advanced to second on an error by 
ss.  Schakel singled to left field;  Winkelman advanced to second; Collins advanced to third.  McClellan 
flied  out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 2  Hellman singled to right field.  Boruff grounded out to 2b; Hellman advanced 
to second.  Kline grounded out to 2b; Hellman advanced to third.  G. Pierce  singled to right center, RBI; 
Hellman scored.  Ellison pinch ran for G.  Pierce.  Koshelnik fouled out to ss.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  G. Pierce to c for Ellison.  Dwinell grounded out to p.  Sherrill grounded  out 
to p.  Skaug singled to center field.  Brownlee struck out looking.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 3  Strankman grounded out to 3b.  Woods hit by pitch.  Brown hit by pitch; 
Woods advanced to second.  Johnston singled through the right side; Brown  advanced to second; Woods 
advanced to third.  Hellman doubled down the lf  line, 3 RBI; Johnston scored; Brown scored; Woods 
scored.  Hellman advanced  to third on a wild pitch.  Boruff singled to center field, RBI; Hellman  scored. 
Kline grounded out to 1b unassisted; Boruff advanced to second.  G.  Pierce flied out to rf.  4 runs, 3 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Williams singled to right field.  Collins singled to pitcher; Williams  advanced 
to second.  Winkelman struck out swinging.  Schakel grounded into  double play ss to 2b to 1b; Collins out 
on the play.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 4  Koshelnik singled down the lf line, bunt.  Strankman popped into double play 
ss to 1b; Koshelnik out on the play.  Woods walked.  Brown reached on a  fielder's choice; Woods out at 
second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  McClellan grounded out to p.  Dwinell struck out looking.  Sherrill struck 
out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 5  Johnston flied out to lf.  Hellman grounded out to ss.  Boruff struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Skaug grounded out to p.  Brownlee grounded out to 2b.  Williams singled to 
right field.  Collins grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 6  Kline popped up to 2b.  G. Pierce singled to third base.  Ellison pinch ran  for 
G. Pierce.  Ellison out at first p to 1b, picked off.  Koshelnik  grounded out to 1b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  G. Pierce to c for Ellison.  Winkelman struck out looking.  Schakel lined  out 
to 3b.  McClellan singled through the left side.  McClellan stole  second.  Dwinell grounded out to 3b.  0 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 7  Strankman grounded out to p.  Woods grounded out to ss.  Brown struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Sherrill grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Skaug grounded out to ss.  Brownlee 
struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 8  Johnston popped up to 3b.  Hellman flied out to rf.  Boruff walked.  Kline 
struck out swinging, out at first c to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Williams flied out to cf.  Collins hit by pitch.  Randall pinch hit for 
Winkelman.  Randall grounded out to ss; Collins advanced to second.  Schakel  struck out swinging.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 9  Winkelman to 1b for Randall.  Vodegel pinch hit for G. Pierce.  Vodegel 
grounded out to ss.  O'Leary pinch hit for Koshelnik.  O'Leary walked.   Koshelnik to 2b for O'Leary. 
Strankman reached on an error by 3b, advanced  to second; Koshelnik advanced to third.  Woods singled 
through the left  side, RBI; Strankman advanced to third; Koshelnik scored, unearned.  Woods  out at 
second c to 2b, caught stealing.  Brown walked.  Johnston flied out  to cf.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  G. Pierce to c for Vodegel.  McClellan walked.  Dwinell struck out looking. 
Akins to dh for Sherrill.  Akins struck out looking.  Skaug grounded out to  ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
GAME 36:  Lewis-Clark State 14, Central Washington 3 (Apr. 15, 2000 at 
Ellensburg)
Lewis-Clark State inning 1  Ellison doubled to left field.  Kimura flied out to cf; Ellison advanced to  third. 
Strankman singled to center field, RBI; Ellison scored.  Johnston  singled through the right side; Strankman 
advanced to third.  Brown flied  out to rf, SF, RBI; Strankman scored.  Hellman singled to left center; 
Johnston advanced to second.  Vodegel lined out to ss.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee walked.  Williams singled to right center; Brownlee advanced to 
third.  Collins reached on a fielder's choice, RBI; Williams out at second  2b to ss; Brownlee scored. 
Collins advanced to second on a balk.  Collins  advanced to third on a balk.  Winkelman grounded out to ss, 
RBI; Collins  scored.  Schakel grounded out to 1b unassisted.  2 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 2  Kline flied out to lf.  G. Pierce singled to center field.  Woods pinch ran  for G. 
Pierce.  Ellison flied out to cf.  Woods stole second, advanced to  third on an error by c.  Kimura grounded 
out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  G. Pierce to c for Woods.  McClellan singled to second base.  McClellan 
advanced to second on a passed ball.  Dwinell struck out swinging, out at  first c to 1b.  Sherrill struck out 
swinging.  Skaug flied out to rf.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 3  Strankman hit by pitch.  Strankman stole second.  Johnston reached on an 
error by ss, advanced to second; Strankman scored. Johnston advanced to  third on a wild pitch.  Brown 
flied out to rf, SF, RBI; Johnston scored,  unearned.  Hellman flied out to cf.  Vodegel singled to left field. 
Kline  grounded out to 1b unassisted.  2 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Brownlee grounded out to 2b.  Williams singled through the right side. 
Williams out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  Collins fouled out to 1b.   0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 4  Brownlee to c.  Schakel to rf.  Akins to lf for Sherrill.  G. Pierce flied  out to cf. 
Ellison walked.  Kimura reached on a fielder's choice; Ellison  advanced to second on an error by c, 
advanced to third.  Strankman singled  to center field, RBI; Kimura advanced to second; Ellison scored, 
unearned.   Johnston reached on a fielder's choice; Strankman out at second ss to 2b;  Kimura advanced to 
third.  Brown doubled to center field, 2 RBI; Johnston  scored, unearned; Kimura scored, unearned. 
Hellman flied out to lf.  3  runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Winkelman grounded out to c.  Schakel struck out swinging.  McClellan 
singled to left field.  Dwinell struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 5  Vodegel flied out to cf.  Kline walked.  G. Pierce grounded into double play  2b 
to ss to 1b; Kline out on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Akins struck out swinging.  Skaug popped up to 2b.  Brownlee flied out to  rf. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 6  Ellison singled to left center.  Ellison stole second.  Kimura reached on a 
fielder's choice; Ellison out at second ss to 2b.  Strankman singled through  the right side; Kimura advanced 
to third.  Johnston flied out to cf, SF,  RBI; Kimura scored.  Brown flied out to cf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Williams struck out swinging.  Collins struck out swinging, out at first c  to 
1b.  Winkelman doubled down the lf line.  Schakel struck out swinging.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 7  Fox to 3b for Dwinell.  Hardin to p for Koskela.  Woods to dh for Hellman. 
Woods grounded out to ss.  Vodegel singled through the left side.  Kline  singled through the right side; 
Vodegel advanced to second.  G. Pierce hit  by pitch; Kline advanced to second; Vodegel advanced to third. 
S. Pierce  pinch ran for G. Pierce.  Ellison homered to left field, 4 RBI; S. Pierce  scored; Kline scored; 
Vodegel scored.  Kimura flied out to cf.  Strankman  struck out looking.  4 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  G. Pierce to c for S. Pierce.  Correa to p for Ferrari.  McClellan lined out  to 
ss.  Fox struck out swinging.  Akins grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits,  0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 8  Johnston struck out swinging.  Brown flied out to cf.  Woods struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  S. Pierce to 3b for Kline.  Skaug struck out swinging.  Brownlee flied out  to 
cf.  Williams flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 9  Gibson to p for Hardin.  Vodegel flied out to rf.  S. Pierce reached on an  error 
by ss.  G. Pierce singled to center field; S. Pierce advanced to  second.  Smith pinch ran for G. Pierce. 
Smith advanced to second; S. Pierce  advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Ellison singled to center field, 2 
RBI;  Smith scored; S. Pierce scored, unearned.  Kimura grounded into double play  2b to ss to 1b; Ellison 
out on the play.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Brown to c.  Smith to 1b.  Collins singled to third base.  Winkelman singled 
to center field; Collins advanced to second.  Schakel flied out to cf.   McClellan singled to right field; 
Winkelman advanced to second; Collins  advanced to third.  Fox struck out swinging.  Akins reached on a 
fielding  error by ss; McClellan advanced to second; Winkelman advanced to third;  Collins scored, 
unearned.  Skaug flied out to rf.  1 run, 3 hits, 1 error, 3  LOB.
GAME 37:  Central Washington 5, British Columbia 4 (Apr. 22, 2000 at Vancouver)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee flied out to lf.  Williams singled to shortstop.  Collins singled  to 
left field; Williams advanced to second.  Winkelman popped up to 1b.   Schakel flied out to cf.  0 runs, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 1  Watts lined out to 2b.  Anderson grounded out to ss.  Leswick struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McClellan flied out to rf.  Dwinell fouled out to rf.  Sherrill struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  Jarvis struck out looking.  Barnard struck out looking.  S.McGillivra  reached on 
an error by 1b.  S.McGillivra stole second.  Jones walked.   Herman struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 
error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Skaug singled to left field.  Skaug stole second.  Brownlee singled to  center 
field, RBI; Skaug scored.  Williams struck out looking.  Brownlee  stole second.  Collins grounded out to 
ss; Brownlee advanced to third. Winkelman flied out to cf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Tuck grounded out to ss.  Watts walked.  Anderson popped up to 2b.  Leswick 
struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Schakel struck out swinging.  McClellan grounded out to ss.  Dwinell struck 
out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Jarvis struck out swinging.  Barnard grounded out to 2b.  S.McGillivra  reached 
on an error by 1b.  S.McGillivra stole second.  Jones walked.   Herman grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 
error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Sherrill grounded out to ss.  Skaug struck out looking.  Brownlee struck out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Tuck walked.  Watts struck out looking.  Anderson grounded out to ss.  Tuck 
advanced to second.  Leswick doubled to left center, RBI; Tuck scored.   Jarvis hit by pitch.  Barnard 
popped up to ss.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2  LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Williams singled to left field.  Collins reached on an error by 2b; Williams 
advanced to second.  Winkelman walked; Collins advanced to second; Williams  advanced to third. 
Schakel tripled to center field, 3 RBI; Winkelman  scored; Collins scored, unearned; Williams scored. 
McClellan grounded out  to ss.  Dwinell singled to left field, RBI; Schakel scored.  Sherrill  singled to left 
field; Dwinell advanced to second.  Berrecloth to p for  MacLean.  Skaug grounded into double play 3b to 
1b; Dwinell out on the play.   4 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  S.McGillivra lined out to rf.  Jones walked.  Herman grounded into double  play 
2b to ss to 1b; Jones out on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  Williams singled to left field.  Collins lined 
into double play 2b to 1b; Williams out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 7  Vickers pinch hit for Tuck.  Vickers hit by pitch.  Watts singled to left  field; 
Vickers advanced to second.  Anderson flied out to lf.  Leswick  struck out swinging.  Jarvis doubled to left 
field, 2 RBI; Watts scored;  Vickers scored.  Barnard doubled to right field, RBI; Jarvis scored.  Glatt  pinch 
ran for Barnard.  S.McGillivra lined out to cf.  3 runs, 3 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
GAME 38:  British Columbia 10, Central Washington 2 (Apr. 21, 2000 at 
Vancouver)
Central Washington inning 1  Brownlee flied out to cf.  Williams flied out to rf.  Collins singled to  center 
field.  Winkelman struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
British Columbia inning 1  Watts grounded out to 3b.  Kittleson popped up to 2b.  Leswick out at first  p to 
3b to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Schakel singled to shortstop.  McClellan grounded out to 3b, SAC; Schakel 
advanced to second.  Dwinell struck out swinging.  Sherrill struck out  looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  Jarvis singled to center field.  Vickers struck out looking.  S.McGillivra 
grounded into double play 2b to ss to 1b; Jarvis out on the play.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Skaug grounded out to 2b.  Brownlee hit by pitch.  Williams flied out to cf. 
Brownlee stole second.  Collins popped up to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors,  1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 3: Game suspended because of rain. Played resumed Apr. 22.   Jones walked. 
Herman singled to center field; Jones advanced to second.   Tuck reached on an error by ss; Herman 
advanced to second; Jones advanced to  third.  Glatt pinch ran for Tuck.  Watts fouled out to 1b.  Kittleson 
flied  out to rf.  Leswick doubled to left center, 3 RBI; Glatt scored, unearned;  Herman scored, unearned; 
Jones scored, unearned.  C. Jones to p for  Arellano.  Jarvis flied out to rf.  3 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Tuck to c for Glatt.  Winkelman singled to left center.  Schakel struck out 
looking.  McClellan flied out to rf.  Dwinell struck out swinging.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Vickers grounded out to ss.  S.McGillivra doubled to right center.  Jones 
reached on a fielder's choice, SAC; S.McGillivra scored on an error by c,  unearned.  Jones advanced to 
second on a wild pitch.  Herman grounded out to  2b; Jones advanced to third.  Tuck struck out looking.  1 
run, 1 hit, 1  error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Akins to dh for Sherrill.  Akins struck out swinging.  Skaug struck out 
swinging.  Brownlee flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Watts flied out to lf.  Kittleson walked.  Kittleson advanced to second on a  wild 
pitch.  Leswick singled to left field.  Jarvis singled through the  right side; Leswick advanced to second; 
Kittleson advanced to third.  Nelson  to p for C. Jones.  Vickers walked, RBI; Jarvis advanced to second; 
Leswick  advanced to third; Kittleson scored.  S.McGillivra struck out swinging.   Jones grounded out to 
2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Williams singled to center field.  Collins singled through the right side; 
Williams advanced to second.  Winkelman struck out swinging.  Schakel  singled through the left side, 
RBI; Collins advanced to second; Williams  scored.  McClellan singled through the left side, RBI; Schakel 
advanced to  second; Collins scored.  Dwinell struck out swinging.  Akins struck out  swinging.  2 runs, 4 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  Herman singled to center field.  Johnson pinch hit for Tuck.  Herman out at 
second c to 2b, caught stealing.  Johnson hit by pitch.  Watts hit by pitch;  Johnson advanced to second. 
Barnard pinch hit for Kittleson.  Barnard lined  into double play 3b unassisted; Johnson out on the play.  0 
runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Kittleson to 2b for Barnard.  Tuck to c for Johnson.  Glatt to lf for 
S.McGillivra.  Berrecloth to p for Francis.  Skaug singled to right field.   Brownlee reached on a fielder's 
choice; Skaug out at second p to ss.   Brownlee advanced to second on an error by p.  Williams grounded 
out to p;  Brownlee advanced to third.  Collins flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1  error, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 7  Leswick walked.  Jarvis walked; Leswick advanced to second.  Vickers reached 
on a fielder's choice, SAC; Jarvis advanced to second; Leswick scored on an  error by p, unearned.  Hardin 
to p for Nelson.  Glatt singled to center  field, RBI; Vickers advanced to third; Jarvis scored.  Jones doubled 
down  the rf line, 2 RBI; Glatt scored; Vickers scored.  Herman struck out, out at  first c to 1b.  Tuck singled 
to left field, RBI; Jones scored.  Tuck  advanced to second on an error by c.  Anderson pinch ran for Tuck. 
Watts  grounded out to ss.  Kittleson grounded out to p.  5 runs, 3 hits, 2 errors,
1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Tuck to c for Anderson.  O. Jones pinch hit for Winkelman.  O. Jones flied 
out to rf.  Schakel singled through the right side.  McClellan singled to  right field; Schakel advanced to 
second.  Fox pinch hit for Dwinell.  Fox  fouled out to rf.  Akins singled to shortstop; McClellan advanced 
to second;  Schakel advanced to third.  Skaug struck out looking.  0 runs, 3 hits, 0  errors, 3 LOB.
British Columbia inning 8  Winkelman to 1b for O. Jones.  Fox to 3b.  Leswick singled down the lf line. 
Jarvis grounded out to 2b; Leswick advanced to second.  Vickers flied out  to rf; Leswick advanced to third. 
Glatt grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit,  0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Bascorn to p for Berrecloth.  Brownlee flied out to rf.  Williams reached on 
an error by 2b.  Collins grounded out to 3b; Williams advanced to second.   Winkelman flied out to rf.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
GAME 39:  British Columbia 4, Central Washington 2 (Apr. 22, 2000 at Vancouver)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams tripled down the rf line.  Brownlee fouled out to 2b.  Collins 
doubled to left center, RBI; Williams scored.  Winkelman fouled out to 2b.   Schakel struck out swinging.  1 
run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 1  Watts singled through the right side.  Anderson singled to third base, bunt; 
Watts advanced to second.  Leswick doubled to right center, RBI; Anderson  advanced to third; Watts 
scored.  Jarvis singled to right field, 2 RBI;  Leswick scored; Anderson scored.  Barnard grounded into 
double play 3b to 2b  to 1b; Jarvis out on the play.  S.McGillivra flied out to rf.  3 runs, 4  hits, 0 errors, 0 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  McClellan hit by pitch.  McClellan stole second.  Sherrill struck out 
swinging.  Fox grounded out to 3b.  Skaug singled to right field, RBI;  McClellan scored.  Williams singled 
through the right side; Skaug advanced  to second.  Skaug advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Williams 
advanced to  second.  Brownlee struck out looking.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  Jones out at first 1b to p.  Herman singled to right field.  Tuck fouled out  to c. 
Herman out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Collins hit by pitch.  Winkelman flied into double play p to 1b; Collins out 
on the play.  Schakel flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Watts flied out to cf.  Anderson struck out looking.  Leswick grounded out  to 
3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  McClellan flied out to cf.  Sherrill grounded out to 2b.  Fox struck out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Jarvis reached on an error by 2b.  Barnard flied out to rf.  S.McGillivra  flied out 
to rf.  Jones singled through the right side; Jarvis advanced to  third.  Herman walked; Jones advanced to 
second.  Tuck popped up to ss.  0  runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Skaug struck out swinging.  Williams walked.  Williams advanced to second 
on  a balk.  Brownlee fouled out to 3b.  Collins popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Watts grounded out to ss.  Anderson struck out swinging.  Leswick singled to 
center field.  Jarvis struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Winkelman hit by pitch.  Schakel struck out, bunt.  McClellan singled to 
right field; Winkelman advanced to third.  McClellan advanced to second on  an error by rf.  Randall pinch 
hit for Sherrill.  Randall reached on a  fielder's choice; Winkelman out at home 3b to c.  Dwinell pinch hit 
for Fox.   Dwinell struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  Sherrill to c for Randall.  Fox to 3b for Dwinell.  Barnard singled through  the 
right side.  S.McGillivra grounded out to 3b; Barnard advanced to  second.  Jones flied out to rf; Barnard 
advanced to third.  Herman singled  to right center, RBI; Barnard scored.  Tuck struck out swinging.  1 run, 
2  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Johnson to lf for S.McGillivra.  Skaug singled to center field.  Williams 
reached on a fielder's choice; Skaug out at second ss to 2b.  Brownlee  struck out looking.  Collins 
grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
GAME 40:  British Columbia 11, Central Washington 0 (Apr. 22, 2000 at 
Vancouver)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams struck out looking.  Brownlee walked.  Collins struck out swinging. 
Brownlee stole second.  Winkelman grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
British Columbia inning 1  Watts doubled to left center.  Anderson grounded out to 3b, SAC; Watts 
advanced to third.  Leswick walked.  Leswick stole second.  Jarvis singled  through the right side, 2 RBI; 
Leswick scored; Watts scored.  Barnard flied  out to lf.  S.McGillivra singled through the right side; Jarvis 
advanced to  second.  Jones doubled to right field, 2 RBI; S.McGillivra scored; Jarvis  scored.  Herman 
singled to shortstop; Jones advanced to third.  Tuck struck  out looking.  4 runs, 5 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Schakel reached on an error by 3b.  McClellan flied out to rf.  Dwinell 
grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Schakel out on the play.  0 runs,  0 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 2  Watts reached on an error by ss.  Anderson doubled through the left side;  Watts 
advanced to third.  Leswick singled down the rf line, 2 RBI; Anderson  scored; Watts scored, unearned. 
Jarvis singled through the right side;  Leswick advanced to second.  Barnard reached on a fielder's choice; 
Jarvis  out at second 1b to ss; Leswick advanced to third.  S.McGillivra flied out  to rf, SF, RBI; Barnard 
advanced to second; Leswick scored, unearned.  Jones  walked.  Parrish to p for Koskela.  Herman singled 
through the left side,  RBI; Jones advanced to second; Barnard scored, unearned.  Tuck walked;  Herman 
advanced to second; Jones advanced to third.  Glatt pinch ran for  Tuck.  Watts walked, RBI; Glatt 
advanced to second; Herman advanced to  third; Jones scored, unearned.  Anderson singled down the rf 
line, 2 RBI;  Watts advanced to third; Glatt scored, team unearned; Herman scored, team  unearned. 
Leswick struck out looking.  7 runs, 5 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Tuck to c for Glatt.  Sherrill walked.  Skaug flied out to cf.  Williams  singled 
to center field; Sherrill advanced to second.  Brownlee grounded out  to 2b; Williams advanced to second; 
Sherrill advanced to third.  Collins  flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
British Columbia inning 3  Jarvis struck out looking.  Barnard flied out to cf.  S.McGillivra doubled  down 
the lf line.  Jones flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Winkelman struck out swinging.  Schakel flied out to cf.  McClellan 
grounded  out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 4  Herman lined out to 1b.  Tuck hit by pitch.  Glatt pinch ran for Tuck.   Watts 
singled through the left side; Glatt advanced to second.  Anderson  lined out to lf.  Leswick grounded out to 
p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2  LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Glatt to lf for S.McGillivra.  Whitely to 3b for Jones.  Kroschinsky to c  for 
Glatt.  Dwinell popped up to 1b.  Sherrill struck out swinging.  Skaug  flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 5  Jarvis flied out to cf.  Barnard struck out swinging.  Glatt grounded out to  ss.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Hayes to p for Penner.  Williams grounded out to ss.  Brownlee flied out to 
cf.  Collins struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
British Columbia inning 6  Whitely singled through the left side.  Herman reached on a fielder's  choice; 
Whitely out at second ss to 2b.  Kroschinsky grounded into double  play ss to 2b to 1b; Herman out on the 
play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  McNiven to p for Hayes.  Winkelman reached on an error by 3b.  Schakel 
struck out swinging.  McClellan grounded into double play 2b to ss to 1b;  Winkelman out on the play.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB.
GAME 41: Biola 13, Central Washington 12 (Apr. 27, 2000 at Lewiston)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams popped up to ss.  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  Collins singled. 
Winkelman reached on a fielder's choice; Collins out at second ss to 2b.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Biola inning 1  Jones walked.  Wright walked; Jones advanced to second.  Rouwenhorst  doubled, RBI; 
Wright advanced to third; Jones scored.  Wade singled, RBI;  Rouwenhorst advanced to third; Wright 
scored.  Kimsey walked; Wade advanced  to second.  Beaver grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; 
Kimsey out on  the play; Wade advanced to third; Rouwenhorst scored.  Munoz doubled, RBI;  Wade 
scored.  Johnson singled, RBI; Munoz scored.  Kane flied out to cf.  5  runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Schakel flied out to cf.  McClellan doubled.  Sherrill grounded out to 3b. 
Fox flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Biola inning 2  Jones singled.  Wright out at first 1b to p; Jones advanced to second.   Rouwenhorst singled. 
Jones advanced to third on an error by ss.  Rouwenhorst stole second.  Wade grounded out to ss.  Kimsey 
walked.  Beaver  struck out.  0 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Skaug grounded out to p.  Williams singled.  Brownlee reached on an error by 
3b; Williams advanced to third.  Collins reached on a fielder's choice, RBI;  Brownlee out at second 1b to 
ss; Williams scored, unearned.  Collins  advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Winkelman singled, RBI; 
Collins scored,  unearned.  Schakel walked; Winkelman advanced to second.  McClellan singled,  RBI; 
Schakel advanced to second; Winkelman scored, unearned.  Sherrill flied  out to rf.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 2 
LOB.
Biola inning 3  Munoz popped up to ss.  Johnson flied out to rf.  Kane walked.  Cox pinch  ran for Kane. 
Jones homered, 2 RBI; Cox scored.  Wright walked.  Wright  stole second.  Rouwenhorst flied out to lf.  2 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Kane to c for Cox.  Fox doubled.  Skaug struck out.  Williams grounded out 
to 3b.  Brownlee walked.  Collins struck out, out at first c to 1b.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Biola inning 4  Wade reached on an error by 2b.  Wade stole second.  Kimsey walked.  Cox  pinch ran for 
Kimsey.  Beaver flied out to cf.  Munoz singled, RBI; Cox  advanced to second; Wade scored, unearned. 
Parrish to p for Clark.  Cox out  at third c to 3b, caught stealing.  Munoz advanced to second.  Johnson 
lined  out to 3b.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Cox to rf.  Beaver to lf.  Winkelman singled.  Schakel flied out to cf. 
McClellan flied out to cf.  Sherrill grounded out to 1b unassisted.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Biola inning 5  Kane walked.  Cardamone pinch ran for Kane.  Cardamone stole second.  Jones  struck out. 
Wright struck out.  Rouwenhorst grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Kane to c for Cardamone.  Schelling to p for Eikum.  Fox grounded out to 3b. 
Akins pinch hit for Skaug.  Akins doubled.  Williams grounded out to 3b.   Brownlee walked.  O. Jones 
pinch hit for Collins.  Brownlee advanced to  second; Akins advanced to third on a wild pitch.  O. Jones 
singled, RBI;  Brownlee advanced to third; Akins scored.  Brownlee out at home cf to c.  1  run, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
Biola inning 6  O. Jones to lf.  Schakel to rf.  Akins to 2b.  Wade lined out to 1b.  Cox  flied out to cf. 
Beaver homered, RBI.  Munoz flied out to cf.  1 run, 1  hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Hansen to p for Schelling.  Winkelman grounded out to 3b.  Schakel flied out 
to rf.  McClellan flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Biola inning 7  Johnson flied out to lf.  Petinak pinch hit for Kane.  Petinak homered, RBI.  Jones homered, 
RBI.  Wright grounded out to ss.  Rouwenhorst struck out  swinging.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Kane to c for Petinak.  McCarthy to dh for Sherrill.  McCarthy grounded out 
to 1b unassisted.  Fox grounded out to 3b.  Akins grounded out to ss.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Biola inning 8  Grajewski pinch hit for Wade.  Grajewski flied out to cf.  Cox grounded out  to ss. 
Cardamone pinch hit for Beaver.  Cardamone flied out to cf.  0 runs,  0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Grajewski to 3b.  Cardamone to lf.  Copeland to p for Hansen.  Williams 
singled.  Brownlee singled; Williams advanced to second.  O. Jones struck  out looking.  Winkelman hit by 
pitch; Brownlee advanced to second; Williams  advanced to third.  Schakel singled, RBI; Winkelman 
advanced to second;  Brownlee advanced to third; Williams scored.  McClellan singled, RBI;  Schakel 
advanced to second; Winkelman advanced to third; Brownlee scored.   McCarthy singled, RBI; McClellan 
advanced to second; Schakel advanced to  third; Winkelman scored.  Lindstrom to p for Copeland.  Wade to 
3b for  Grajewski.  Beaver to lf for Cardamone.  Fox walked, RBI; McCarthy advanced  to second; 
McClellan advanced to third; Schakel scored.  Akins flied out to  rf.  Gibson pinch ran for Fox.  Williams 
doubled, 2 RBI; Gibson advanced to  third; McCarthy scored; McClellan scored.  Brownlee doubled, 2 
RBI; Williams  scored; Gibson scored.  O. Jones grounded out to 2b.  8 runs, 7 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Biola inning 9  Fox to 3b for Gibson.  Munoz doubled.  Smith to p for Parrish.  Johnson  reached on an 
error by 3b, SAC, bunt; Munoz scored, unearned.  Kane out at  first c to 2b, SAC; Johnson advanced to 
second.  Jones intentionally walked.  Wright flied out to lf.  Rouwenhorst doubled, RBI; Jones advanced to 
third;  Johnson scored, unearned.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
GAME 42: Lewis-Clark State 15, Central Washington 1 (Apr. 27, 2000 at Lewiston)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams grounded out to p.  Brownlee struck out.  McClellan grounded out 
to  ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 1  Ellison singled.  Ellison advanced to second on an error by p, failed  pickoff 
attempt, advanced to third.  Koshelnik singled, RBI; Ellison scored.  Koshelnik stole second.  Strankman 
singled.  Brown grounded into double  play 2b to ss to 1b; Strankman out on the play; Koshelnik advanced 
to third.   Hellman grounded out to ss.  1 run, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  O. Jones flied out to cf.  Schakel struck out looking.  Winkelman walked. 
Collins reached on a fielder's choice; Winkelman out at second 1b to ss.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 2  Woods doubled.  Kimura flied into double play c to ss; Woods out on the  play. 
Kline homered, RBI.  G. Pierce singled.  S. Pierce pinch ran for G.  Pierce.  Ellison singled; S. Pierce 
advanced to second.  Koshelnik walked;  Ellison advanced to second; S. Pierce advanced to third. 
Strankman reached  on a fielder's choice; Koshelnik out at second 3b to 2b.  1 run, 4 hits, 0  errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  G. Pierce to c for S. Pierce.  Fox singled.  Akins struck out.  Williams 
reached on a fielder's choice; Fox out at second 2b to ss.  Brownlee  singled; Williams advanced to second. 
McClellan struck out looking.  0  runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 3  Brown singled.  Hellman flied out to rf.  Woods flied out to rf.  Kimura 
singled; Brown advanced to second.  Kline reached on an error by ss; Kimura  advanced to second; Brown 
advanced to third.  G. Pierce struck out looking.   0 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  O. Jones grounded out to 2b.  Schakel walked.  Winkelman struck out. 
Schakel out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 4  Ellison struck out looking.  Koshelnik singled.  Koshelnik advanced to  second 
on a wild pitch.  Koshelnik advanced to third on a passed ball.   Strankman singled, RBI; Koshelnik scored. 
Brown singled; Strankman advanced  to second.  Hellman singled, RBI; Brown advanced to second; 
Strankman  scored.  Brown advanced to third on an error by lf.  Hellman advanced to  second.  Johnston 
pinch ran for Hellman.  Woods flied out to lf.  Kimura hit  by pitch.  Kline walked, RBI; Kimura advanced 
to second; Johnston advanced  to third; Brown scored.  Diaz pinch hit for G. Pierce.  Diaz grounded out to 
1b unassisted.  3 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Diaz to c.  Veitch to p for Kor.  Vodegel to lf for Ellison.  Woods to cf. 
Collins singled.  Fox struck out looking.  Akins reached on a fielder's  choice; Collins out at second 2b to 
ss.  Williams grounded out to 2b.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 5  Vodegel popped up to ss.  Koshelnik doubled.  Strankman flied out to cf; 
Koshelnik advanced to third.  Brown lined out to 1b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Brownlee walked.  McClellan doubled; Brownlee advanced to third.  O. 
Jones  fouled out to c.  Schakel singled, RBI; McClellan advanced to third;  Brownlee scored.  Winkelman 
struck out looking.  Collins lined out to 1b.  1  run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 6  Johnston to dh.  Johnston flied out to cf.  Woods grounded out to ss.   Kimura 
flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Fox singled.  Akins singled; Fox advanced to second.  Williams struck out 
swinging.  Akins advanced to second; Fox advanced to third on a passed ball.  Brownlee struck out, out at 
first c to 1b.  McClellan struck out swinging.   0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 7  Kline singled.  Diaz reached on a fielder's choice, advanced to second on an 
error by 2b; Kline out at second ss to 2b.  Vodegel flied out to cf.   Koshelnik walked.  S. Pierce pinch ran 
for Diaz.  Strankman reached on an  error by rf, advanced to second; Koshelnik scored, unearned; S. Pierce 
scored, unearned.  Brown singled, RBI; Strankman scored, unearned.  Johnston  tripled, RBI; Brown 
scored, unearned.  Woods grounded out to ss.  4 runs, 3  hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Diaz to c for S. Pierce.  O. Jones singled.  Schakel struck out swinging. 
Winkelman struck out swinging.  Collins singled; O. Jones advanced to  second.  Fox struck out swinging. 
0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 8  C. Jones to p for Arellano.  Kimura walked.  S. Pierce pinch hit for Kline.   S. 
Pierce reached on a fielder's choice; Kimura out at second 2b to ss.   Diaz doubled, advanced to third, RBI; 
S. Pierce scored.  Vodegel singled,  RBI; Diaz scored.  Koshelnik singled; Vodegel advanced to second. 
Strankman  doubled, 2 RBI; Koshelnik scored; Vodegel scored.  Brown doubled; Strankman  advanced to 
third.  Johnston struck out swinging.  Woods tripled, 2 RBI;  Brown scored; Strankman scored.  Skaug to 
2b for Collins.  Akins to rf.   Kimura flied out to rf.  6 runs, 6 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  S. Pierce to 3b.  Correa to p for Veitch.  Akins grounded out to 3b.   Williams 
singled.  Brownlee grounded into double play 2b to ss to 1b;  Williams out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 43: Lewis-Clark State 10, Central Washington 4 (Apr. 28, 2000 at Lewiston)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams flied out to rf.  Brownlee singled.  McClellan singled; Brownlee 
advanced to second.  O. Jones struck out.  Schakel singled, RBI; McClellan  advanced to third; Brownlee 
scored.  Winkelman grounded out to p.  1 run, 3  hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 1  Woods grounded out to ss.  Koshelnik singled.  Koshelnik stole second. 
Strankman reached on an error by p; Koshelnik advanced to third.  Brown  singled, RBI; Strankman 
advanced to second; Koshelnik scored.  Diaz popped  up to 2b.  G. Pierce flied out to cf.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 
error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Fox fouled out to 1b.  Sherrill grounded out to 3b.  Skaug struck out.  0  runs, 
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 2  Vodegel grounded out to 3b.  Kimura grounded out to p.  S. Pierce flied out  to 
lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Williams walked.  Brownlee walked; Williams advanced to second. 
McClellan  singled, bunt; Brownlee advanced to third; Williams scored on an error by p.  O. Jones struck 
out.  Schakel flied out to rf, SF, RBI; Brownlee scored,  unearned.  Winkelman flied out to cf.  2 runs, 1 hit, 
1 error, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 3  Woods flied out to lf.  Koshelnik walked.  Koshelnik out at first p to 1b,  picked 
off.  Strankman walked.  Brown reached on an error by 3b; Strankman  advanced to second.  Diaz walked; 
Brown advanced to second; Strankman  advanced to third.  G. Pierce flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 3 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Fox singled.  Sherrill grounded out to p; Fox advanced to second.  Skaug 
grounded out to ss; Fox advanced to third.  Williams grounded out to p.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 4  Vodegel flied out to lf.  Kimura singled.  S. Pierce singled; Kimura  advanced 
to second.  Woods flied out to lf.  Koshelnik walked; S. Pierce  advanced to second; Kimura advanced to 
third.  Strankman singled, 2 RBI; Koshelnik advanced to second; S. Pierce scored; Kimura scored. 
Koshelnik  advanced to third on an error by ss.  Strankman advanced to second.  Brown  walked.  Diaz 
struck out looking.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Brownlee flied out to rf.  McClellan struck out looking.  O. Jones grounded 
out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 5  G. Pierce flied out to lf.  Vodegel flied out to rf.  Kimura singled.   Kimura stole 
second.  S. Pierce popped up to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Stelzner to p for Natale.  Schakel reached on an error by 3b.  Winkelman hit 
by pitch; Schakel advanced to second.  Fox struck out.  Sherrill struck out.   Skaug popped up to 2b.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 6  Woods popped up to ss.  Koshelnik grounded out to 2b.  Strankman grounded 
out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Williams singled.  Brownlee grounded out to p, SAC; Williams advanced to 
second.  McClellan grounded out to 3b; Williams advanced to third.  O. Jones  popped up to ss.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 7  Brown walked.  Johnston pinch ran for Brown.  Nelson to p for Koskela.  Diaz 
hit by pitch; Johnston advanced to second.  G. Pierce singled; Diaz advanced  to second; Johnston advanced 
to third.  Puckett pinch ran for G. Pierce.  Vodegel reached on a fielder's choice; Puckett advanced to 
second; Diaz  advanced to third; Johnston scored on an error by 3b, unearned.  Kimura  walked, RBI; 
Vodegel advanced to second; Puckett advanced to third; Diaz  scored.  Smith to p for Nelson.  S. Pierce 
walked, RBI; Kimura advanced to  second; Vodegel advanced to third; Puckett scored.  Woods hit by pitch, 
RBI;  S. Pierce advanced to second; Kimura advanced to third; Vodegel scored.   Hardin to p for Smith. 
Koshelnik flied out to rf, SF, RBI; S. Pierce  advanced to third; Kimura scored.  Strankman reached on a 
fielder's choice,  RBI; Woods out at second ss to 2b; S. Pierce scored, unearned.  Johnston  flied out to lf.  6 
runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Brown to 1b for Johnston.  G. Pierce to c for Puckett.  Schakel struck out. 
Winkelman flied out to lf.  Fox struck out, out at first c to 1b.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 8  Diaz singled.  G. Pierce reached on a fielder's choice; Diaz out at second  ss to 
2b.  Puckett pinch ran for G. Pierce.  Vodegel doubled; Puckett  advanced to third.  Puckett scored on a wild 
pitch.  Vodegel advanced to  third.  Kimura reached on a fielder's choice; Vodegel out at home 3b to c.   S. 
Pierce grounded out to ss.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  G. Pierce to c for Puckett.  Correa to p for Stelzner.  Akins pinch hit for 
Sherrill.  Akins doubled.  Randall pinch hit for Skaug.  Randall singled,  RBI; Akins scored.  Williams 
struck out looking.  Brownlee walked; Randall  advanced to second.  McClellan struck out.  Randall 
advanced to third on a  wild pitch.  Brownlee advanced to second.  Dwinell to dh for O. Jones.   Dwinell 
flied out to rf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
GAME 44: Lewis-Clark State 13, Central Washington 3 (Apr. 29, 2000 at Lewiston)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams singled.  Brownlee singled, bunt; Williams advanced to second. 
McClellan grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b; Brownlee out on the  play; Williams advanced to 
third.  Schakel lined out to 2b.  0 runs, 2 hits,  0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 1  Ellison walked.  Ellison stole second.  Koshelnik flied out to cf; Ellison 
advanced to third.  Strankman walked.  Strankman stole second.  Brown  grounded out to ss, RBI; 
Strankman advanced to third; Ellison scored.   Hellman popped up to ss.  1 run, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Randall popped up to 2b.  Dwinell struck out.  Fox grounded out to 2b.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 2  Diaz singled.  S. Pierce pinch ran for Diaz.  Woods singled; S. Pierce  advanced 
to second.  Kline grounded out to 3b, SAC; Woods advanced to  second; S. Pierce advanced to third. 
Kimura flied out to cf, SF, RBI; S.  Pierce scored.  Ellison reached on an error by ss; Woods scored, 
unearned.   Ellison stole second.  Koshelnik popped up to 2b.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error,  1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Diaz to c for S. Pierce.  Sherrill struck out looking.  Akins grounded out  to 
ss.  Williams walked.  Williams stole second.  Brownlee grounded out to  3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 3  Strankman singled.  Brown flied out to rf.  Hellman reached on a fielder's 
choice; Strankman out at second ss to 2b.  Diaz flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  McClellan singled.  McClellan out at first p to 1b to ss to 1b, caught  stealing. 
Schakel walked.  Randall struck out.  Dwinell singled; Schakel  advanced to second.  Fox grounded out to 
ss.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2  LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 4  Woods walked.  Kline flied out to cf.  Kimura grounded out to p, SAC; Woods 
advanced to second.  Ellison walked.  Koshelnik walked; Ellison advanced to  second; Woods advanced to 
third.  Strankman singled, 2 RBI; Koshelnik advanced to second; Ellison scored; Woods scored.  Brown 
reached on an error  by 3b; Strankman advanced to second; Koshelnik scored, unearned.  Hellman  reached 
on an error by ss; Brown advanced to second; Strankman scored,  unearned.  Diaz popped up to 2b.  4 runs, 
1 hit, 2 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Sherrill struck out.  Akins grounded out to 3b.  Williams singled.  Brownlee 
flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 5  Woods struck out, reached first on a wild pitch.  Kline flied out to rf.   Kimura 
grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Woods out on the play.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Jensen to p for Ferrari.  G. Pierce to c for Diaz.  McClellan reached on an 
error by 2b.  Schakel doubled; McClellan advanced to third.  Randall popped  up to 2b.  Dwinell walked. 
Fox grounded out to 3b, RBI; Dwinell advanced to  second; Schakel advanced to third; McClellan scored, 
unearned.  Sherrill  reached on an error by ss; Dwinell scored, unearned; Schakel scored,  unearned. 
Parrish pinch ran for Sherrill.  Akins fouled out to 2b.  3 runs,  1 hit, 2 errors, 1 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 6  Sherrill to c for Parrish.  Ellison singled.  Ellison stole second.   Koshelnik 
walked.  Koshelnik advanced to second; Ellison advanced to third  on a wild pitch.  Strankman flied out to 
lf, SF, RBI; Ellison scored.  Brown  singled, RBI; Koshelnik scored.  Hellman walked; Brown advanced to 
second.   Brownlee to p.  Dwinell to 2b.  Fox to 3b.  Akins to of.  / for Klump.   Akins to rf.  G. Pierce 
doubled, 2 RBI; Hellman scored; Brown scored.  G.  Pierce advanced to third on an error by ss.  S. Pierce 
pinch ran for G.  Pierce.  Woods flied out to cf, SF, RBI; S. Pierce scored, unearned.  Kline  grounded out to 
ss.  5 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Koshelnik to 2b.  Strankman to ss.  Smith to 1b for Brown.  G. Pierce to c  for 
S. Pierce.  S. Pierce to 3b for Kline.  Johnston to rf for Kimura.   Williams hit by pitch.  Brownlee walked; 
Williams advanced to second.   McClellan struck out.  Schakel walked; Brownlee advanced to second; 
Williams  advanced to third.  Randall grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b;  Schakel out on the play.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 7  Johnston flied out to rf.  Puckett pinch hit for Ellison.  Puckett struck  out 
looking.  Vodegel pinch hit for Koshelnik.  Vodegel hit by pitch.   Strankman singled; Vodegel advanced to 
second.  Smith grounded out to p.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Ellison to cf for Puckett.  Koshelnik to 2b for Vodegel.  Heitmann to p for 
Jensen.  Dwinell flied out to rf.  Fox grounded out to ss.  Sherrill  grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 0 LOB.
Lewis-Clark State inning 8  Hellman homered, RBI.  G. Pierce flied out to lf.  Woods grounded out to 3b. 
S. Pierce flied out to cf.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Akins struck out.  Williams grounded out to 3b.  Brownlee struck out.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 45: St. Martin's 3, Central Washington 2 (May 5, 2000 at Lacey)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams flied out to rf.  Brownlee flied out to cf.  McClellan singled to 
shortstop.  Schakel popped up to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 1  Kim walked.  Jeffries grounded into double play ss to 1b; Kim out on the  play. 
Amendala homered to left field, RBI.  DeLaurier reached on an error  by 3b, advanced to second.  Florence 
flied out to cf.  1 run, 1 hit, 1  error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  O. Jones homered to right field, RBI.  Akins popped up to ss.  Dwinell 
singled to left field.  Sherrill flied out to lf.  Fox singled to left  field; Dwinell advanced to second. 
Williams struck out swinging.  1 run, 3  hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 2  Lind walked.  Eisen flied out to lf.  Hoover singled to center field; Lind  advanced to 
second.  Ernst popped up to 1b.  Kim reached on an error by 2b;  Hoover advanced to third; Lind scored, 
unearned.  Jeffries walked; Kim  advanced to second.  Amendala struck out looking.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 3 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Brownlee lined out to ss.  McClellan popped up to ss.  Schakel singled to  left 
field.  O. Jones struck out, out at first c to 1b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 3  DeLaurier lined out to 2b.  Florence grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Lind  flied out to 
cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Akins singled to left field.  Dwinell struck out swinging.  Sherrill flied  out to 
cf.  Fox singled to left field; Akins advanced to second.  Williams  reached on a fielder's choice; Fox out at 
second 3b to 2b.  0 runs, 2 hits,  0 errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 4  Eisen singled to right field.  Hoover flied out to cf.  Ernst struck out  looking.  Kim 
grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Donnelly to p for Mounts.  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  McClellan walked. 
Schakel flied out to cf.  O. Jones singled to right field; McClellan  advanced to third.  Akins singled to 
center field, RBI; O. Jones advanced to  second; McClellan scored.  Dwinell flied out to rf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 5  Jeffries hit by pitch.  Amendala reached on a fielder's choice; Jeffries out  at second p 
to ss.  Amendala stole second.  DeMond to dh for DeLaurier.   DeMond tripled to right field, RBI; 
Amendala scored.  Florence fouled out to  1b.  Lind struck out looking.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Sherrill struck out looking.  Fox grounded out to 3b.  Williams walked. 
Williams stole second.  Brownlee struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 6  Eisen reached on an error by 1b, assist by ss.  DeGuise pinch ran for Eisen.  Hoover 
grounded out to p, SAC; DeGuise advanced to second.  Blumhagen pinch  hit for Ernst.  Blumhagen struck 
out looking.  Kim intentionally walked.   Jeffries struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Mitchell to cf for DeMond.  Ernst to p for Blumhagen.  / for Donnelly.   Eisen 
to 1b for DeGuise.  McClellan walked.  McCarthy pinch hit for Schakel.  McCarthy grounded out to p, 
SAC; McClellan advanced to second.  O. Jones  intentionally walked.  Parrish pinch ran for O. Jones. 
Akins reached on a  fielder's choice, hit into double play 3b to 2b; Parrish out on the play;  McClellan out 
on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
GAME 46: Central Washington 11, St. Martin's 6 (May 5, 2000 at Lacey)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams walked.  Brownlee reached on a fielder's choice; Williams out at 
second ss to 2b.  Brownlee stole second.  McClellan flied out to rf.   Schakel struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 1  Kim doubled to left center.  Kim out at third lf to ss to 3b.  Ernst flied  out to rf. 
DeMond grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  O. Jones singled to right center.  Akins walked; O. Jones advanced to  second. 
Randall flied out to lf.  Sherrill flied out to rf.  Fox lined out  to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 2  Florence walked.  Jeffries pinch ran for Florence.  DeLaurier flied out to  cf.  Lind 
singled to right field; Jeffries advanced to third.  Lind stole  second.  Eisen struck out swinging.  Mitchell 
walked.  DeGuise doubled to  right center, 3 RBI; Mitchell scored; Lind scored; Jeffries scored.  Kim 
grounded out to ss.  3 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Florence to c for Jeffries.  Williams walked.  Brownlee singled to right  field; 
Williams advanced to second.  McClellan singled to third base, bunt;  Brownlee advanced to second; 
Williams advanced to third.  Schakel singled to  right field, 2 RBI; McClellan advanced to second; 
Brownlee scored; Williams  scored.  O. Jones struck out looking.  Akins walked; Schakel advanced to 
second; McClellan advanced to third.  Randall reached on catcher's  interference; Akins advanced to 
second; Schakel advanced to third; McClellan  scored, unearned.  Sherrill reached on a fielder's choice, 
RBI; Randall out  at second ss to 2b; Akins advanced to third; Schakel scored, unearned.  Fox  singled to 
right center, RBI; Sherrill advanced to third; Akins scored,  unearned.  Williams grounded out to 2b.  5 
runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 3  Ernst walked.  DeMond reached on catcher's interference; Ernst advanced to  second. 
Florence hit by pitch; DeMond advanced to second; Ernst advanced to  third.  Hoover pinch ran for 
Florence.  DeLaurier flied out to lf, SF, RBI;  Ernst scored, unearned.  Lind flied out to lf.  Hoover 
advanced to second;  DeMond advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Eisen walked.  Mitchell fouled  out to 2b. 
1 run, 0 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Eisele to c for Kim.  Florence to 3b for Hoover.  Rossmeier to p for  Hoffert. 
Brownlee flied out to lf.  McClellan flied out to rf.  Schakel  struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 
LOB.
St. Martin's inning 4  DeGuise grounded out to ss.  Eisele singled to shortstop.  Hoover pinch ran  for 
Eisele.  Hoover stole second.  Ernst flied out to lf.  DeMond grounded  out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Eisele to c for Hoover.  O. Jones singled to left center.  Akins struck out 
swinging.  Randall struck out looking.  Sherrill grounded out to ss.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 5  Florence hit by pitch.  DeLaurier reached on a fielder's choice; Florence  out at second 
2b to ss.  DeLaurier advanced to second on an error by 1b.   Lind walked.  Eisen struck out swinging. 
Mitchell reached on a fielder's  choice; Lind advanced to second; DeLaurier out at third ss to 3b.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Fox singled to shortstop.  Williams singled to left field; Fox advanced to 
second.  Brownlee singled to left field; Williams advanced to second; Fox  advanced to third.  McClellan 
singled to left field, 2 RBI; Brownlee  advanced to second; Williams scored; Fox scored.  Schakel singled 
to  shortstop, RBI; McClellan advanced to second; Brownlee scored.  O. Jones  singled to right field, RBI; 
Schakel advanced to third; McClellan scored.   O. Jones out at second rf to ss.  Akins struck out swinging. 
Schakel scored  on a wild pitch.  Randall grounded out to ss.  5 runs, 6 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
St. Martin's inning 6  DeGuise flied out to lf.  Eisele grounded out to 3b.  Ernst grounded out to  2b.  0 runs, 
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Johnson to p for Rossmeier.  Sherrill singled to right center.  Dwinell  pinch 
ran for Sherrill.  Dwinell advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Fox  grounded out to 3b.  Williams doubled 
to left field, RBI; Dwinell scored.   Brownlee flied out to rf.  McClellan grounded out to ss.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 7  Sherrill to c for Dwinell.  DeMond doubled to left center.  Florence hit by  pitch. 
Nelson to p for Arellano.  DeLaurier grounded into double play 2b to  ss to 1b; Florence out on the play; 
DeMond advanced to third.  Lind grounded  out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Schakel grounded out to 3b.  O. Jones popped up to ss.  Akins singled to 
shortstop.  Randall flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 8  Blumhagen to dh for Eisen.  Blumhagen grounded out to ss.  Mitchell struck  out 
looking.  DeGuise walked.  Eisele fouled out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Toner to p for Johnson.  Sherrill struck out swinging.  Fox walked.   Williams 
grounded into double play 2b to ss to 1b; Fox out on the play.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 9  Hardin to p for Nelson.  Ernst doubled to left field.  DeMond fouled out to  lf. 
Florence singled to left field; Ernst advanced to third.  DeLaurier  grounded out to 2b, RBI; Florence 
advanced to second; Ernst scored.  Lind  singled to right field, RBI; Florence scored.  Blumhagen reached 
on a fielder's choice; Lind out at second ss to 2b.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1  LOB.
GAME 47: St. Martin's 12, Central Washington 4 (May 6, 2000 at Lacey)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams flied out to rf.  Brownlee grounded out to ss.  McClellan grounded 
out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 1  Kim grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Jeffries struck out looking.  Amendala  singled to 
left field.  DeMond grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors,  1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Schakel singled to shortstop.  Akins flied out to rf.  Randall reached on a 
fielder's choice; Schakel out at second 3b to 2b.  Fox walked; Randall  advanced to second.  Sherrill flied 
out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2  LOB.
St. Martin's inning 2  DeLaurier popped up to ss.  Florence walked.  Florence out at second p to 1b  to ss, 
caught stealing.  Lind lined out to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  Dwinell doubled to left center.  Williams singled to center field, RBI; 
Dwinell scored.  Williams stole second.  Brownlee flied out to cf.   McClellan hit by pitch.  Schakel singled 
to right field; McClellan advanced  to second; Williams advanced to third.  Akins singled to left field, 2 
RBI;  Schakel advanced to second; McClellan scored; Williams scored.  Randall  reached on a fielder's 
choice; Akins out at second 3b to 2b; Schakel  advanced to third.  Fox popped up to 1b.  3 runs, 4 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 3  Hoover reached on an error by 3b.  Hoover stole second.  Blumhagen flied out  to rf. 
Hoover stole third.  Kim walked.  Jeffries singled to left field,  RBI; Kim advanced to second; Hoover 
scored, unearned.  Amendala reached on a  fielder's choice; Jeffries out at second ss to 2b; Kim advanced to 
third.   DeMond singled to right center, RBI; Amendala advanced to third; Kim scored,  unearned. 
DeLaurier singled to left field, RBI; DeMond advanced to third;  Amendala scored, unearned.  DeLaurier 
advanced to second on an error by lf.   Florence grounded out to ss.  3 runs, 3 hits, 2 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Sherrill grounded out to 2b.  Dwinell hit by pitch.  Williams grounded into 
double play ss to 2b to 1b; Dwinell out on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 4  Lind walked.  Hoover singled to right center; Lind advanced to second.   Blumhagen 
grounded out to p, SAC; Hoover advanced to second; Lind advanced  to third.  Kim intentionally walked. 
Jeffries flied out to lf, SF, RBI;  Lind scored.  Kim stole second; Hoover stole third.  Amendala grounded 
out  to ss.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Brownlee grounded out to 3b.  McClellan homered to left field, RBI.  Schakel 
popped up to ss.  Akins grounded out to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 5  DeMond popped up to ss.  DeLaurier grounded out to 3b.  Florence singled to  left 
field.  Lind singled to right field; Florence advanced to third.   Hoover singled to right field, RBI; Lind 
advanced to third; Florence scored.  Hoover stole second.  Blumhagen doubled to left center, 2 RBI; 
Hoover  scored; Lind scored.  Mitchell pinch ran for Blumhagen.  Kim singled to left  center, RBI; Mitchell 
scored.  Jeffries grounded out to p.  4 runs, 5 hits,  0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  Blumhagen to c for Mitchell.  Randall grounded out to ss.  Fox flied out to  rf. 
Sherrill singled to left field.  Gibson pinch ran for Sherrill.   Dwinell flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB.
St. Martin's inning 6  Sherrill to c for Gibson.  Amendala hit by pitch.  DeMond singled to  shortstop; 
Amendala advanced to second.  Nelson to p for Koskela.  DeLaurier  flied out to cf; Amendala advanced to 
third.  Florence singled to right  field, RBI; DeMond advanced to third; Amendala scored.  Lind reached on 
a  fielder's choice, RBI; Florence out at second 2b to ss; DeMond scored.   Hoover singled to right field; 
Lind advanced to second.  Blumhagen singled to right field, RBI; Hoover advanced to third; Lind scored. 
Smith to p for  Nelson.  Kim walked; Blumhagen advanced to second.  Kim advanced to second; 
Blumhagen advanced to third; Hoover scored on a passed ball.  Jeffries  walked.  Amendala lined out to 3b. 
4 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Ernst to p for Caldwell.  Williams grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Brownlee 
struck out swinging.  McClellan grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
GAME 48: Central Washington 17, St. Martin's 11 (May 6, 2000 at Lacey)
Central Washington inning 1  Williams walked.  Skaug reached on a fielder's choice; Williams out at 
second 3b to 2b.  McClellan reached on catcher's interference; Skaug  advanced to second.  McClellan stole 
second; Skaug stole third.  Schakel  tripled to left center, 2 RBI; McClellan scored, unearned; Skaug scored. 
Winkelman flied out to cf.  Collins lined out to ss.  2 runs, 1 hit, 1  error, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 1  Jeffries flied out to rf.  Hoover doubled to right center.  Hoover stole  third. 
Amendala walked.  Amendala stole second; Hoover stole home.   Rossmeier grounded out to ss; Amendala 
advanced to third.  DeMond flied out  to lf.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 2  Mitchell to lf for Jeffries.  Ernst to cf for Hoover.  Lind to ss for  Amendala. 
DeLaurier to 1b for Rossmeier.  O. Jones walked.  Sherrill  grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; O. 
Jones out on the play.  Dwinell  walked.  Williams reached on an error by cf; Dwinell advanced to third. 
Skaug flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 2  DeGuise singled to center field.  Florence grounded into double play p to ss  to 1b; 
DeGuise out on the play.  Eisele flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 3  McClellan doubled to right field.  Schakel singled to left field; McClellan 
advanced to third.  Winkelman flied out to cf, SF, RBI; McClellan scored.   Collins reached on a fielder's 
choice; Schakel out at second 3b to 2b.  O.  Jones doubled to left field, RBI; Collins scored.  Sherrill flied 
out to lf.   2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 3  Eisen grounded out to 2b.  Mitchell flied out to cf.  Ernst walked.  Ernst  stole second, 
advanced to third on an error by c.  Lind singled to right  field, RBI; Ernst scored, unearned.  DeLaurier 
flied out to rf.  1 run, 1  hit, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 4  Blumhagen to c for Eisele.  Eisen to dh.  Simpson to p.  Dwinell singled to 
right center.  Williams grounded out to 1b unassisted; Dwinell advanced to  second.  Skaug struck out 
swinging.  McClellan grounded out to ss.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 4  DeMond fouled out to 3b.  DeGuise grounded out to p.  Florence grounded out  to 3b. 
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 5  Schakel struck out swinging.  Winkelman walked.  Collins grounded into 
double play 2b to ss to 1b; Winkelman out on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 5  Blumhagen flied out to rf.  Eisen walked.  Mitchell singled to right center;  Eisen 
advanced to second.  Mitchell picked off, out at first c to p to 1b.   Ernst walked.  Lind singled to right 
center, RBI; Ernst advanced to third;  Eisen scored.  Ernst out at home c to p.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 6  O. Jones to dh for Collins.  Collins to rf for O. Jones.  Collins hit by  pitch. 
Sherrill hit by pitch; Collins advanced to second.  Akins pinch ran for Sherrill.  Dwinell grounded out to p, 
SAC; Akins advanced to second;  Collins advanced to third.  Williams walked.  Skaug grounded out to ss, 
RBI;  Williams advanced to second; Akins advanced to third; Collins scored.  McClellan grounded out to 
ss.  1 run, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 6  Sherrill to c for Akins.  Brownlee to p for Parrish.  DeLaurier walked.   DeMond 
singled to left field; DeLaurier advanced to second.  DeGuise doubled  to left field, RBI; DeMond advanced 
to third; DeLaurier scored.  DeGuise  scored; DeMond scored on an error by ss.  Florence hit by pitch. 
Blumhagen  popped up to 2b.  Eisen struck out swinging.  Mitchell singled to center  field; Florence 
advanced to second.  Ernst singled to left field, RBI;  Mitchell advanced to third; Florence scored.  C. Jones 
to p for Brownlee.   Lind hit by pitch; Ernst advanced to second.  DeLaurier tripled to right  field, 3 RBI; 
Lind scored; Ernst scored; Mitchell scored.  DeMond flied out  to cf.  7 runs, 5 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 7  Kim to 2b for DeGuise.  Schakel to c.  Schakel struck out looking. 
Winkelman doubled to right center.  O. Jones grounded out to 2b; Winkelman  advanced to third.  Collins 
singled to right field, RBI; Winkelman scored.   Sherrill struck out swinging.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 7  McCarthy to lf for Sherrill.  Kim flied out to rf.  Florence flied out to  lf.  Blumhagen 
singled to right field.  Eisen grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
Central Washington inning 8  Johnson to p for Simpson.  Dwinell flied out to cf.  Williams reached on an 
error by 3b.  Williams advanced to second on a balk.  Skaug grounded out to  3b.  McClellan doubled to 
right center, RBI; Williams scored, unearned.   Schakel doubled to left field, RBI; McClellan scored, 
unearned.  Winkelman  flied out to cf.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 8  Mitchell reached on an error by 3b.  Mitchell stole second, advanced to  third on an 
error by c.  Ernst flied out to rf, SF, RBI; Mitchell scored,  unearned.  Lind struck out swinging.  DeLaurier 
out at first 1b to p.  1  run, 0 hits, 2 errors, 0 LOB.
Central Washington inning 9  Toner to p for Johnson.  O. Jones walked.  Collins hit by pitch; O. Jones 
advanced to second.  McCarthy hit by pitch; Collins advanced to second; O.  Jones advanced to third. 
Akins pinch ran for McCarthy.  Donnelly to p for  Toner.  Dwinell grounded out to 1b unassisted, RBI; 
Akins advanced to  second; Collins advanced to third; O. Jones scored.  Williams intentionally  walked. 
Skaug singled to right field, 2 RBI; Williams advanced to third;  Akins scored; Collins scored.  Skaug 
advanced to second.  McClellan  intentionally walked.  Mitchell to cf.  Ernst to p.  Donnelly to lf for 
Eisen.  / for Donnelly.  Schakel reached on a fielder's choice; McClellan  advanced to second; Skaug 
advanced to third; Williams out at home 3b to c.   Winkelman walked, RBI; Schakel advanced to second; 
McClellan advanced to  third; Skaug scored.  O. Jones singled to right field, 2 RBI; Winkelman  advanced 
to third; Schakel scored; McClellan scored.  Collins tripled to  right field, 2 RBI; O. Jones scored; 
Winkelman scored.  Akins singled to  left field, RBI; Collins scored.  Dwinell lined out to 1b.  9 runs, 4 
hits,  0 errors, 1 LOB.
St. Martin's inning 9  Akins to lf.  DeMond grounded out to ss.  Kim popped up to 1b.  Florence  reached on 
an error by ss.  Blumhagen walked; Florence advanced to second.   Eisen pinch hit for Donnelly.  Eisen 
popped up to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1  error, 2 LOB.
